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ABSTRACT

An abstract of the thesis of Gretchen Anne Kaehler for the Master of Arts in

Anthropology presented March lI, 2002.

Title: Pattems in Glass: The Interpretation of European Glass Trade Beads from Two

Protohistoric Sites in the Greater Lower Columbia Region.

The issue of social status as it manifests in the archaeological record has long

been a problematic one. Glass beads are often the most numerous class of historic

artifacts recovered in protohistoric sites in the Pacific Northwest. Ethnohistoric

accounts indicated that these beads might have functioned as prestige items and as a

form of "primitive cash" among the aboriginal peoples of the Lower Columbia River

in the early to mid 1800s. To what extent were glass beads indicative of status and

can their spatial distribution within protohistoric sites be used to address this question?

The purpose of the present study is to determine if glass beads were indeed

wealth and prestige items along the Columbia River as suggested by the historic

record. A distributional study of glass beads in three plankhouses in the Lower

Columbia River area was used to address this question in the archaeological record.

Seven hundred and four glass beads from the Cathlapotle (45CLl) site in

Ridgefield, washington and the Meier (35co5) site near Scappose, oregon were

classified and their positions within the study sites plotted. Both visual and statistical

analyses were used to determine if there were any significant differential distributions

of glass beads within these sites.



There were some statistically significant differences in bead distributions

within and between both of the study sites. However, these differences could not be

definitively correlated with social differences in the archaeological record. The

differences in bead distribution within and between these sites can be linked to

chronology and site formation processes.

While the archaeological record does not agree with the historic record, glass

beads in protohistoric sites can be used as chronological indicators as well as markers

of European contact within archaeological sites.
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Chapter I

Introduction

In this study, the spatial distribution of glass trade beads is used to examine

social dynamics and site formation processes at two protohistoric sites along the lower

Columbia River. It has been suggested that the interpretive potential of glass beads as

an artifact class to address questions of social complexity within the archaeological

record has not been fully explored (Spector 1976). This study is a contribution toward

rectiSing that situation.

Archaeological investigations along the Lower Columbia River (Ames et al.

1992, Ames et al. 1999) in both Oregon and Washington have compiled a large dataset

on Chinookan plankhouses and their related features from two protohistoric sites. The

Meier Site (35CO5) contains the remains of a large, single plankhouse as well as

associated midden and activity areas. The Cathlapotle Site (45CLl) is a plankhouse

village site with the remains of between twelve to fourteen plankhouses.

To date, examinations of prehistoric artifacts, including chipped and ground

lithics and bone and antler tools from these sites have addressed issues of sedentism,

storage and social stratification (Davis 1998, Hamilton 1994, Smith 1995, Wolf 1994).

The results of these studies have not been conclusive in demonstrating unequivocal

spatial patterning reflecting social status within these sites. The use of an historic

artifact class may yield different and more conclusive results. Archaeological remains

consisting of glass and ceramics are often less affected by problems of preservation

and identification than are bone and plant artifacts. The nature and hardness of glass
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and ceramic artifacts means that their quality does not decline as quickly or as

completely as does the quality of floral and faunal artifacts. No historic artifacts have

yet been examined in terms of spatial distribution from either site. This examination

may provide new information regarding sociopolitical dynamics as they existed in

both a single plankhouse (35CO5) and in a plankhouse village (45CLl).

Ethnohistoric (Hajda 1984, Ruby and Brown 1976) and archaeological

evidence (Ames and Maschner 1999) suggest that the Chinookans of the Lower

Columbia practiced a system of social stratification. This system was based on

inherited status and prestige, measured in the ability to control and accumulate wealth.

Based on archaeological research conducted at the Meier Site (35CO5), Ames et al.

(1992) proposed that status may have been disfributed along the long axis of that

dwelling with rank decreasing along that a,xis. ln this instance, the axis was aligned

from north to south. Ethnographic research along the Lower Columbia (Ray 1938)

suggests that individuals of different ranks may have inhabited different areas of

plankhouses.

The underlying hypothesis of this study is that the spatial distribution of

historic artifacts can be used as a measure of social differentiation within the

plankhouse. I suggest that glass beads constitute an ideal artifact class with which to

test this hypothesis. Glass beads are often the most common class of historic artifacts

within protohistoric sites. Historically and ethnographically, they were prestige items

among the Native Americans within the Northwest Coast region. This was

particularly true of the Chinook peoples along the Lower Columbia during the later
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historic period from 1810-1830 (Coues 1897, Franchere 1968, Hajda 1984, Moulton

1990). The social gradient within the plankhouses from the two study sites should be

reflected in the archaeological record in differential bead distribution. This is based

on the assumption that the individuals living within the plankhouses had differential

access to glass beads. At 45CL1, numbers of beads should also vary between

plankhouses. Hajda (1984) states that inherited status allowed differential access to

wealth and prestige items. She further suggests that villages were often composed of

one or more "chiefs" or high-ranking individuals. These chiefs and their collateral kin

often occupied separate houses or different areas of the same house. The inter and

intra-site distributions of glass trade beads at both sites 35CO5 and 45CLl will

provide the comparative data to test this hypothesis.

Preservation biases favor long-lasting artifacts such as lithics, ceramics, and

glass. In addition, the concept of "use-life" defined here as the frequency and length

of use of an artifact is important in determining socioeconomic differences in historic

sites. Artifacts with long use-lives such as glass and ceramics are usually utilized for

extended periods of time. They tend to be "more biased by socioeconomic and

individual diflerences in frequency of use, breakage, loss and discard..."(Spencer-

Wood 1987:13). Breakage, loss, and selective discard in the archaeological record can

be determined through the examination of site formation processes (Schiffer 1987).

Site formation processes will be discussed further in Chapter 2.

While longer use-life artifacts such as ceramics and glass may reflect

socioeconomic differences in historic sites. can similar inferences about these artifact
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types be drawn in protohistoric sites located along the Lower Columbia River? If

glass beads were wealth and prestige items along the Lower Columbia in the later

historic period (c.1810-1830), they should display some kind spatial patterning in the

archaeological record. This patterning might then be used to infer the social status and

rank of those who lived in protohistoric sites in the region.

The materials that I examine in this study include 704 glass beads from 45CLl

and a smaller assemblage of 49 beads from 35CO5. The spatial disfribution of these

artifacts are hypothesized to be indicative of status and interpreted as a measure of

wealth and prestige. The studies of lithic, ground stone, and bone artifacts that have

been done in the past (Davis 1998, Hamilton 1994, Smith 1995) have focused on

energy expenditure, material type, and usewear. These characteristics are not

considered in this application. Instead, the frequencies and densities of different types

of glass beads within and between plankhouses are the data for this study.

In Chapter 2, I present the formal hypothesis, descriptions of both sites and

the theoretical basis of the study. Chapter 3 summarizes the ethnographic and

ethnohistorical accounts of bead use. It also attempts to build a historical base for the

value of glass beads along the Lower Columbia River in the 1800s. Chapter 4

presents the typological classification of the bead assemblages from both sites.

Chapter 5 describes the methods of the statistical tests. Chapter 6 presents the

results and analysis of those tests and Chapter 7 discusses those results within the

framework of the study and presents some generalized conclusions.



The historic record supports the hypothesis that glass beads were items of

status and wealth along the Lower Columbia in the early 1800s, however, the

archaeological record at the two study sites does not. The distribution of glass beads

at the Cathlapotle site (45CLl) is largely random in nature. Some patterning in bead

distribution at the Meier site (35CO5) is statistically significant but cannot be linked

unequivocally to rank or status areas within the plankhouse.

While glass beads do not appear to have been items of value at the two study

sites in terms of spatial patterning, the bead assemblages as a whole can be used to

answer questions of occupation and chronology.



Chapter 2

Background

. The two study sites, Meier (35CO5) and Cathlapotle (45CL1) located near

Scapoose, Oregon and in Ridgefield, Washington (Figure 1) respectively, have

yielded numerous house features in addition to large historic and prehistoric artifact

assemblages. The Meier site contains the remnants of a large plankhouse and related

features such as hearths, processing areas and middens as well as evidence of multiple

structural rebuilding and reworking (Ames etal.1992). Excavations at Cathlapotle

have revealed six large houses and their related features (Ames et al. 1999). The

examination of these two sites offers an opportunity to compare the manifestations of

Northwest Coast ranking within and between households through the archaeological

analysis of recovered artifacts and their differential placement.

Social Status on the Lower Columbia

In order to present the formal hypothesis of this study, it is necessary to

summarize what is known about social dynamics and stratification on the Lower

Columbia River. Scholars (Drucker 1965, Hajda1984, Ray 1978, Silverstein 1990)

agree that some sort of social stratifrcation was practiced in the Northwest Coast

region and along the Lower Columbia. To what extent this stratification existed

before European contact and the extent to which it was changed by that contact is a

source ofdebate.
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According to Mitchell and Donald (1988), Northwest coast societies were

stratified into two classes, free and slave. The free class was ranked. There were

chiefly elites who ranked highest. This rank was hereditary. The chiefly elites had no

coercive power over their household but were respected and could often use prestige

and respect to convince others to do what they wanted. Their prestige

came partly from noble birth but depended upon the ability to accumulate wealth. The

second highest ranked were free individuals who were the collateral kin of the chiefly

Figure I Map of Study Sites

elites. These individuals held some wealth and had some influence in the household.

The last and lowest rank of free individuals were commoners. Commoners held little

or no wealth but could ignore the orders of their household chief if they wished.

Oregon

b l,e\
r.l
3
.*

o,
Washington

Cathlapotle Si
45CLI

Fort Vancouver
45CLt63H
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However, since it was of paramount importance to all that the household prospered,

the wishes of the chief were probably more often followed than not. Slaves were the

lowest class of individuals. They were required to obey the orders of their masters

who held the power of life and death over them. They had no rights and held no

wealth or property. While it was possible for elites and commoners to increase status

and prestige through wealth and property accumulation, the element of rank was fixed

for life (Ames and Maschner 1999, Hajda 1984).

The household was the fundamental unit of society and polity on the

Northwest Coast (Ames and Maschner 1999, Hajda 1984, Mitchell and Donald 1988).

Households consisted of multifamily, multigenerational residents usually patrilineally

related. The chief s power and prestige depended on how rich and productive his

household was. The ability to accumulate wealth allowed household elites to

participate in village and regional exchange. Commoners were more likely to ally

themselves with rich households. Ames and Maschner (1999:178-179) state that

"chiefs had to have wealth to function as chiefs. A person of high inherited rank but

no wealth, had liule influence, while a rich, though lower-ranked, individual could

have great influence and authority." The accumulation of wealth was easier for the

chiefly elites and their kin although commoners in a rich, productive household were

probably able to accumulate some wealth.

Before European contact then, there was a system of social stratification and

ranking in place in the Northwest Coast region and on the Lower Columbia. This

s)'stem was based in the household and on the ability of household chiefs to produce
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and accumulate wealth. Wealth was easier to accumulate and redisfribute for the elite

class and their kin because they were able to operate at both the local and regional

levels. A rich household had many slaves. The high ranked individuals within that

household owned exotic items such as dentalia shells and argillite. The acquisition of

these exotic items often involved the manipulation of complex trade networks. In

addition, elites also controlled labor-intensive goods consisting of ground stone

implements and food gathering equipment such as nets and net weights.

In the 1790s, a new kind of wealth began to make its way down the Columbia

River from the coast. This new wealth consisted of European trade items such as

metal, cloth and beads. At first, only the chiefly elites could posses this wealth for

they were able, because of their status, to operate in long-distance trade networks. In

addition, the Europeans were gifting and trading primarily with those Native

Americans that they perceived to be "chiefs" or persons of high-status. Gabriel

Franchere in 1811 states that the "politics of the natives of the Columbia are a simple

affair: each village has its chief, but that chief does not seem to exercise a great

authority over his fellow citizens. The chiefs are considered great in proportion to

their riches: such a chief has a great many wives, slaves and strings of beads: he is

accounted a great chief'(Franchere 1968:190). By 1825, Fort Vancouver was

established on the Lower Columbia. The Hudson's Bay Company traded not only

with elites but also with any individual who brought them furs. The influx of new

wealth into the area may have allowed commoners to increase their prestige and

status. Even those free individuals not of high birth were able to accumulate wealth in
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the form of European trade goods. It has been suggested that this produced a new rank

within the commoner class (Hajda 1984). While elites with wealth and inherited

status still existed, there was a second rank of individuals. These individuals, by their

abilities as hunters and traders, were able to accumulate a measure of wealth and

prestige. Thus, two classes may have existed side by side, a more traditional "old-

money" class and a "new-money" class spawned by the fur trade.

Formal Statement of Research Question and Hypothesis

While there are many ethnographic and historical accounts of status on the

Lower Columbia River, the processes of social stratification and social dynamics in

the Northwest Coast region as a whole are not yet fully understood. Ethnographically,

households on the Lower Columbia were occupied by the household chiel his

collateral kin, commoners and slaves. This means that large plankhouses were

occupied by more than one nuclear family as well as servants. Hajda (1984) and

Ames et al. (1992) suggest that different ranks of individuals occupied different areas

of the plankhouse. If this was the case, then the distribution of wealth items in an

archaeological context should be mirrored spatially. There was also likely some

degree of household hierarchy within villages. For example, households located

closest to the house occupied by the village chief may have been inhabited by higher

status individuals (Hajda 1984:164). This suggests that social stratification existed not

only within households, but between households as well. Therefore, we can expect to
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see differences in the archaeological record reflecting both intra and inter-household

social differences.

During the early 1800s, glass beads were a new kind of wealth item. This is

discussed further in Chapter 3. If individuals of differing ranks occupied different

areas of a plankhouse, then the distribution of glass beads should reflect this. The

assumption here is that access to glass beads or different types of glass beads was

restricted by status. The primary research question and basis for this thesis is whether

glass beads as an artifact class were considered a wealth and therefore prestige item

along the Lower Columbia River during the historic period, ca. 1790-1850. If beads

were wealth and prestige items, this should be reflected in the archaeological record

through statistically different spatial distribution. Divergent areas of a plankhouse

should contain different densities and types of glass beads reflecting the social

gradient within that house. There should also be differences in bead types and

densities between plankhouse features assuming that individuals of different ranks

were engaged in different activities (Smith 1995). The formal hypothesis for this

study then, is that glass beads were a wealth and prestige item and this will be visible

in the archaeological record of the Lower Columbia region.

In order to test this hypothesis, the historic and ethnographic records of the

Northwest coast region were examined for references describing the value of glass

beads as trade items. The results of this examination are discussed in Chapter 3.

Also, glass beads from two sites along the Lower Columbia have been classified and

their position within these sites examined to determine if there was any differential
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spatial patterning. In the next section, I provide a description of the two study sites,

35CO5, the Meier site and 45CLl, Cathlapotle.

Meier Site (35CO5)

The Meier Site (35CO5) is located near Scappoose, Oregon in the Wapato

Valley. The Wapato Valley extends from the Sandy River to the mouth of the Cowlitz

River in Longview, Washington. Figure I locates the site in the Lower Columbia

study area and shows its position with regard to the Cathlapotle Site (45CLl) in

Ridgefield, Washington and the Fort Vancouver National Historic Site (45CLl63H) in

Vancouver, Washington. The Meier Site was excavated by Portland State University

under the guidance of Prof. K. M. Ames, over five seasons from 1987-1992. The site

is 130 m in length by 60 m in width (Ames etal.1992). Approximately 35o/o of the

interior of a large plankhouse was exposed during excavations (Smith 1995:12). The

plankhouse measures 35 m x 14 m. There is evidence of at least two major

construction phases and further multiple reconstruction episodes.

Before the Portland State University excavations, Pettigrew l98l and Ellis n.d.

established the general site boundaries. Looters had destroyed most of the east side of

the site. The landowner had also made extensive modifications to the site area. By

1987, it was estimated that only 50% of the original site remained (Ames et al., 1992).

Excavation units concentrated on the west side of the plankhouse as this was

considered to be the least disturbed. Units were placed both inside the house and

exterior to house wall features to identiff associated midden and yard area deposits.
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Portland State Summer Field School excavations exposed evidence of numerous

features including plank-molds, post-holes and pits. ln addition, various architectural

areas, henceforth called facility areas, were identified. These areas include benches,

cellars, hearths and midden areas.

The Meier plankhouse is radiocarbon dated from approximately 1400-1800

AD (Ames etal.1992:286). During this roughly 400 year period of occupation, the

plankhouse was rebuilt and repaired many times. The site was inhabited during both

pre and post-contact periods. The post-contact period for the Meier site, which could

have begun around 1790, includes the beginning of intensive fur trading activity in the

Lower Columbia region.

Cathlapotb (aSCLl)

The Cathlapotle is the site of a large plankhouse village marked by six house

depressions. The site was occupied by Chinookan speaking peoples between ca. AD

1400-1830. There are six visible semi-subterranean plankhouse features although

there may be more than this present at the site that have not yet been located. Lewis

and Clark visited Cathlapotle in 1805-1806 and remarked that it was a "large village,

the front of which occupies nearly one quarter of a mile fronting the Chanel and

closely Connected, I counted 14 houses" (Moulton 199016l:23). An 1825 survey map

of the Lower Columbia River from Cape Disappointment at the mouth of the

Columbia River to the first site of Fort Vancouver marks various sites of native
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villages along the banks. The village depicted across from Deer Isle is very likely

Cathlapotle (Figure 2).

Field investigations began at the site in 1991 and are currently ongoing. Major

excavations were conducted by the Portland State University summer field schools

from 1994 to 1996. The work concentrated on two of the plankhouses: House I and

House 4 (Figure 6). House I is roughly 60 x 10 m and was extensively excavated.

House 4, measuring roughly 18 x 10 m, has been approximately 40o/o axcavated. In

addition to house features, exterior deposits associated with these structures were

intensively sampled.

Fort Vancouver (45CL163II)

While Fort Vancouver is not one of the sites used as data for this study, it is

mentioned here because it provided the basic study collection for the comparison and

typological classification of glass beads from Meier and Cathlapotle. Many of the

beads recovered from both sites match those stocked at Fort Vancouver from 1829-

1860 (Ross 1990).

Fort Vancouver National Historic Site is the premier historic site in the region

and has the largest collection of Hudson's Bay Company artifacts in the United States,

numbering over one million. Fort Vancouver was established on the bluffs above the

banks of the Columbia River in 1825. It served as the headquarters of the Hudson's

Bay Company's (HBC) Columbia Department. The HBC's territory stretched from
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Russian Alaska to Mexican California, and from the Rocky Mountains to the Pacific

Ocean (Mackie 1997).

Probable location of Cathlapotle in I8?-5

First location oflon Vancouver I 824-1 829

Figure 2 1825 Survey of the Lower Columbia River, Presented at the Lithographic
Esiablishment, Quarter Master General's Office, Horse Guards, October, 1826.
Reprinted with permission of the Washington State Historical Society.
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The Fort traded extensively with the peoples of the Lower Columbia during the

period from 1825-1860. It was moved to its final location, closer to the bank of the

Columbia River, in 1829. Ethnohistoric records (Merk 1931) reveal that the residents

of Cathlapotle had regular contact and commerce with Fort Vancouver. The Fort is

located only 19 river miles from Cathlapotle and was probably the primary source of

European goods recovered from that site.

Site Formation Processes

Schiffer (1976,1987) theorizes that the relationship between material culture

and the past can best be understood and deciphered by examining the "diverse

processes ofpeople and nature that form the archaeological record" (Schiffer 1987).

These processes are responsible for preserving artifacts in a systemic context that

forms the archaeological record. The basis of this approach lies in understanding site

formation processes. There are two types of formation processes, cultural (c-

transforms), and non-cultural processes (n-transforms). Cultural processes are defined

as "processes of human behavior that affect or transform artifacts after their initial

period of use in a given activity" (Schiffer 1987:.7). These processes include reuse,

recycling and refuse disposal. They also encompass loss and the actions of the

archaeologist. Non-cultural processes or n-tansforms are defined as "any and all

events and processes of the natural environment that impinge upon artifacts and

archaeological deposits" (Schiffer 1987:7). These processes include disturbances such

as floods, earthquakes, fire, erosion and the effects of decay and decomposition.



In order to apply the theories of site formation to the shrdy at han4 it was

necessary to define the nature ofthe artifact class used. It has been previously stated

in the innoduction that glass beads bave an extended use-life. Glass is not subject to

the same rate of decay as organic artifacts such as bone and other faunal materials.

The physical properties of glass are such that glass beads would survive several

centuies in an archaeological site (Moura l99l:17). However, the actions of both

cultural and non-cultural tansforms often change the structure and appearance of glass

beads within the archaeological record. Acids in the soil can weaken the body of the

bead altowing water to enter. This causes cracking and discoloration. The action of

recovery itself, allows oxygen to reach the surface of the beads causing a chemical

reaction that leaches the color from the glass and causes peeling of the exterior. The

processes of bead preservation and deterioration will be discussed firther in Chapter

4.

Postdepositional cultural hansforms incltrde reuse. While the longevity of

glass makes it an excellent candidate for reuse, defined by Schiffer as "a change in the

us€r or form of an artifact after its initial use" (Schiffer 1987:28),glass beads, once

b'rroken, were probably not reused.

Glass beads, regardless of their possible fimction as symbolic wealth or

prestige markers, had a utilitarian function on the Lower Columbia during the 1800s.

The perforation through the center allowed beads to be sewn, stnmg or otherwise

$ached to people and objects. If a bead was broken through the perforation and
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could no longer be worn or displayed, it was useless to fulfill its utilitarian function.

Therefore, beads were probably not subject to reuse or to recycling processes.

In order to apply the principles of site formation to the study sites, it was

necessary to understand how glass beads might have been deposited in those sites.

Glass beads in the archaeological record are most often deposited in an archaeological

context through either loss or discard. Loss is defined as the "disassociation of an

artifact from its user" (Fehon and Sholtz 1978:271). Several factors influence the

likelihood that an artifact will be lost and not retrieved. Small items with long

uselives, such as glass beads, are more likely to be lost. Retrieval of an item is

influenced by the size and color of the item and the surface on which that item is lost.

Obviously, the more that the item contrasts with the surface on which it falls or is

deposited on, the more its chances of retrieval will increase. In the case of glass

beads, the range of colors attributed to them might have increased their chances of

being retrieved if dropped onto a wood or soil surface within a plankhouse. This

should also have been the case if beads were dropped in a yard or activity area.

However, if beads were small enough to fall through cracks in the plank flooring, they

would be more diffrcult to retrieve. Schiffer (1976) defines areas where lost artifacts

accumulate because of low retrieval probability as "artifact traps". I suggest that the

surface undemeath a plank floor is one of these artifact traps. This is also likely to be

the case for areas underneath and behind the benches. and next to the walls within the

plankhouse (See Figure 10).
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Discard patterns are another process affecting glass beads distributions. As

previously stated, if an artifact cannot perform the function for which it has been

intended and recycling does not occur, it is usually discarded. Schiffer (1987)

differentiates between primary and secondary refuse. Primary refuse is material that

has been discarded at its area of use, for example, some kinds of craft production and

food preparation wastes. Secondary refuse is material that is transported to an area of

discard separate from its area of use. This may occur immediately or after a period of

refuse storage before the material is deposited as secondary refuse.

In the study sites, glass beads may have been subject to both types of disposal.

Beads that fractured while being sewn or strung may have been discarded in place.

Other beads were deposited in middens, hearths, tofts and yard areas as floor

sweepings. Primary and secondary refuse disposal as well as loss will be

distinguished in the study sites by designating the excavation units as facilities types.

For example, lobe middens are areas of primary refuse while sheet middens are often

zones of secondary refuse scatter.

Post-depositional cultural agents at the Meier site include agricultural plowing

and pothunter looting. Artifacts in the plow zone, the first 30 centimeters of the

surface, were probably moved many times (Ames etal.1992). Looting of the site was

so severe that most of the east side of the site was considered extensively disturbed

(Smith 1998). The Cathlapotle site eluded pothunters and plowing but the upper

sediments were somewhat disturbed by cattle.
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Non-cultural processes or n-transforms also play a role in the spatial

distribution of beads at the study sites. The Cathlapotle site on the banks of the Lower

Columbia River lies within a floodplain. It is subject to winter flooding and

bioturbation by an extensive population of burrowing rodents. The Meier site was

subject to the same type of bioturbation disturbance though Smith (1995) suggests that

movement of artifacts by rodent activity at the site was limited to two or three meters

in any direction. Both the cultural and non-cultural site formation processes discussed

above will be considered in the analysis of glass bead spatial distribution at each site.

Cultural or c-transforms encompass the actions of the archaeologist and include the

effects of recovery methods on the amount and quality of the artifacts. The following

section discusses the recovery methods used at each of the study sites and possible

biases in terms of glass bead recovery.

Recovery Bias

The recovery of small artifacts during archaeological excavation can have an

impact on the results of density studies. At Meier, matrix was dry-screened through

%" mesh and bulk samples were taken for fine-mesh screening and hand-sorting in the

lab. These bulk samples were collected to use in estimating the loss of small artifacts

in the field. I am not aware of any beads that were recovered from these bulk samples

although a large portion of samples remain to be processed. At this time, I am unable

to confirm or denv a bias in bead recovery from the Meier site.
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At Cathlapotle, matrix was screened only through %" mesh during the 1993

field season. However, three buckets of sediment from unit MM (see Table 11 and

X'igure 8) were screened through l/8" mesh to determine whether glass beads were

being missed in the larger mesh. Only five glass beads were recovered following

screening through the l/8" mesh (Ames et al. 1999.,27). During the 1994 field season,

matrix from each I x 2 or lx 4 meter unit was screened through %" mesh with the

exception of one m2 unit each level that was screened in l/8" mesh. In addition, a one

quart bulk soil sample to be hand-sorted in the lab and a one quart sample to be

screened through l/16" mesh was taken from the quadrant that was screened in l/8"

mesh. The 1995 and 1996 field seasons relied on a combination of methods as a

control for recovery bias. Fine-mesh water-screening of 10 liter sediment samples was

completed in the field. Additionally, l0 liter bulk samples were collected to be sorted

in the lab.

At this point, it is unclear exactly how many of these bulk samples have been

processed in the lab. Two out-of-state researchers have taken some of the bulk

samples and sorting in the Portland State University lab is ongoing. Counts of beads

recovered in 1994 showed that out of 369 beads total recovered,3TYo, or 103 beads

were recovered in 1/8" mesh as opposed to Yc" mesh. Of that 37%o, approximately 84%

(n=85) of the beads were 3-5 mm in size. Does this represent a significant recovery

bias against 3-5 mm beads?

Sixty-four of the eighty-five beads were white cylindrical beads recovered

from Unit M. I believe that this cluster of beads was the result of the deposition of a
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single beaded article. In addition, the white color of the beads would stand out

against the darker matrix making them more likely to be recovered during normal

excavation. I believe that these beads would have been just as easily recovered intA"

mesh as u8" mesh. ln addition, only twenty-nine beads have been recovered from bulk

samples that have been screened in l/16" mesh and hand-sorted in the lab. Of those

twenty-nine beads, only six beads measuring 2-3 mm and under have been recovered

through fine-mesh hand-sorting and water-screening techniques.

I stated before that I was unable to confirm the exact number of bulk samples

that have been processed. However, there have been multiple 10 liter bulk samples

processed and twenty-nine beads hardly represents a significant recovery bias. In

addition, only five beads were recovered from Unit MM in 1993 by screening three

buckets of sediment in l/8" mesh. Since Unit MM produced the highest density of

glass beads at the Cathlapotle site, 1.82 beads per m3, it is unlikely that small beads

were lost during recovery. During the 2001 Portland State University field school

held at Fort Vancouver, fine-mesh water-screening techniques routinely recovered 60-

90 small beads, those 2 mm and under, in a 12.5 liter sediment sample. There appears

to be a marked lack of beads under 2mm in size at the Cathlapotle and Meier sites.

Some reasons for this are discussed below.

Very small beads, those under 2 mm, are known as "seed beads". These beads

were not cornmon until after 1826 (Mowal99l:21). By that time, several epidemics

had reached the Lower Columbia (Boyd 1990) area and it is likely that the population

of Cathlapotle was reduced to some extent. At exactly what point Cathlapotle was
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abandoned is uncertain. Boyd (1990) claims that the malaria epidemic of 1830

devastated the Chinook population in the Lower Columbia and it is likely that

Cathlapotle was abandoned sometime in the early 1830s. If this were the case, then it

would explain the paucity of seed beads at the site. The Meier site may have been

abandoned in the early 1800s. This date would preclude the deposition of seed beads

in any appreciable numbers. Unless further processing of bulk samples shows an

increase in the numbers of small beads, then I suggest that recovery bias has little if

any effect on the results of this study.
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Chapter 3

Review of Literature Relevant to the Study

The relevant literature conceming status in relation to historic artifacts in

protohistoric sites is limited. What research that is comparable to the present study

has been done on purely historic sites. Examples exist in studies of plantation sites

and slave quarters in the southern United States and on European and American

historic sites in all parts of the country (Spencer-Wood 1987, Stine et al.1996). Status

differences on southern plantation sites have been documented, for example, between

house and field slaves and there have been studies on the placement of historic

artifacts within sites that manifest these differences (Singleton, 1985). In other

historic sites, studies have focused on consumer choice models, dietary studies and the

economic ranking and affordability of certain artifact classes (Spencer-Wood 1987).

One of the best examples of the latter types of analysis is George Miller's (1991)

ceramic indices. In his study, the relevant social rank values of varying types of

ceramics are equated with a monetary value. This kind of analysis however, is only

feasible when there is a basis for equating price. In the case of the Miller Ceramic

Index, historic records documenting ceramic prices during different chronological

periods were used (Miller 1991).

Historical archaeology as a discipline often examines the role of

socioeconomic status in historic sites as it manifests in material culture. Within the

Northwest Coast region, some archaeological research has addressed the issues of
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status and ranking at the household level. Scholars such as Ames (1985), Mitchell and

Donald (1988) and Smith (1995) have used this framework as aproductive means to

address status in both prehistoric and historic contexts as it manifests in the

archaeological record. However, these studies tend to concentrate on prehistoric

artifacts with little mention of historic artifact classes.

Ethnohistoric and ethnographic accounts, discussed in more depth in the next

section, focus primarily on the commercial aspects of tade goods in the context of the

fur fade. They are useful as background literature and in the present study I have

used the historic record to build a model of value for different type of beads

Another branch of archaeological research that attempts to use material culture

to answer questions of space, wealth and stafus is mortuary analysis. Mortuary

archaeology supposes a correlation between the type and quantity of grave goods, as

well as body position and burial placement within a cemetery or bwial ground.

O'Shea (1984:21) states that observed mortuary differences are consistent with an

individual's social standing in life.

One method of facilitating the analysis of artifacts within a mortuary context is

to assign a summary value to each good recorded. Mainfort (1985) assigned value to

historic tade goods found at the Fletcher Site (20BY28) in Saginaw Lake, Michigan

by converting each item to a ntmber of "made beaver". Made beaver is a dried and

sfietched beaver pelt. For example, a musket was valued at six made beavers

(Mainfort 1985:561). Mainfort used historic records and tables of trade good

exchange values to infer the value of the burial goods. The burials were then ranked
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by the number of made beaver pelts calculated for each grave assemblage. The higher

the number of made beaver pelts a grave assemblage was worth, the higher the status

and rank of the individual. In Mainfort's study, black and white glass seed beads are

classified as "imitation wampum" and ranked by a number of made beaver per 100

beads. One hundred seed beads is probably more or less a fathom, the standard of

bead measure throughout the fur trade. A fathom appears to have been a somewhat

fluid measure. It was generally defined as the length of a man's outstretched arm from

the elbow joint to the tips of the fingers.

There are inherent difficulties with this type of wealth calculation. The

standard of worth for each trade item has been based on a European value of the item.

This is not necessarily a valid correlation to wealth within the culture into which the

items were traded. The concept of wealth as it relates to prestige, is often embedded

within a given culture. Wealth may not be based on monetary value and might include

both symbolic and mythological elements.

Schulting (1995) in his study of Columbia Plateau burials used the diversity

and frequency ofvarious types ofgrave goods, including glass beads, to draw

correlations between age, body and status. In that study, the quantity and diversity of

artifact types were used to calculate a "richness" value for each grave assemblage.

Glass beads in the plateau study were given the same analytical weighting as

dentalium, native copper and steatite carvings (Schulting 1995:29). The statistically

significant results of these weightings were inferred to be measures of the status of the

individuals in each burial.
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The current study builds a case for the use of a single class of historic artifacts

as a measure of status and social distinction in protohistoric sites on the Lower

Columbia. In order to facilitate this, I examined the ethnohistoric record for the period

encompassing the late 1700s to the mid-I800s.

Ethnohistoric and Ethnographic Sources

Beads are mentioned frequently in ethnohistoric accounts from the fur nade

period, the approximately 60 years spanning l810-1870. In the context of

infroductory gifts and tade items, the journals and logs of early explorers such as

Captains Vancouver, Cook and Meares begin to mention glass beads as early as 1790.

In addition, Lewis and Clark when exploring the Lower Columbia area in 1805-1806

found beads to be a much desired trade item. Fur trade company employees such as

George Simpson, Alexander Henry and Gabriel Franchere repeated this finding well

into the mid-1800s.

In the following sections I summarize the descriptions of bead trade and bead

use among Native Americans as related throughout the journals and nanatives of the

Euroamericans who had early contact and fade with these peoples. This is not meant

as an exhaustive list of ethnohistoric bead references. Rather, its purpose is to

establish the cultural and economic value of glass tade beads among the aboriginal

peoples of the Northwest Coast region in general, and the Lower Columbia study area

specifically.
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It is imperative to state that ethnographic accounts pertaining to status and the

identification of "chiefs" or chiefly practices must be viewed in light of the typical

European background. Reliance on the ethnohistoric record denotes a reliance on the

creditability of explorers, taders, missionaries and settlers who were often of limited

education and of a predominately white, European-Christian background (Vibert

1997). Those individuals identified by Europeans as "chiefs" may have simply been

persons of high status. Conversely, they may have been middlemen, adept at

orchestrating the flow of Euroamerican goods in exchange for furs, a position

requiring some higher rank. The ability of an individual to accumulate wealth in the

form of Etroamerican goods no doubt benefited from the European perceptions of

leaders and chiefs. It was customary to offer exta presents to those natives deemed to

be chiefs as a means to establish tade relations with the native community at large

(Ray 1978).

To begin to delineate status in the archaeological record it is first necessary to

identifr status goods within a given artifact assemblage. Researchers (Ames and

Maschner 1999, Hajda 1984, Sobel1997) hypothesize that status in Northwest Coast

societies was highly correlated with wealth. Therefore, status goods and wealth goods

often occupy the same sphere in the social hierarchy "being differentially distributed

rccording to status and the degree to which they symbolized high status" (Sobel 1997)

It is in this context that I examine ethnographic and ethnohistoric references to glass

beads. I begin this examination with a section that attempts to draw parallels between

cconomic and cultural functions of blue glass beads and dentalium. Dentalia shells are
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generally recognized in the archaeological study of the Northwest Coast region as

symbolizing not only wealth but high status.

Blue Beads as Primitive Cash

Sahlins (1965) defines primitive currency as a commodity that can be

converted from its original form to that of another, for example, shells exchanged for

slaves. To function as a cwrency and facilitate inter-regional and inter-tribal trade, a

commodity must be acceptable on all sides. Therefore, the commodity must be

equally or nearly equally esteemed by all parties involved in the exchange. Before

contact, shells, wampum in eastem North America or dentalium or hiaqua in the

Northwest Coast region, functioned as the primitive "currency". Wampum

manufactured from bivalve shells was a commodity of exchange among the aboriginal

peoples of eastern North America at the time of contact in the late 1500s (Martien

1996, Stearns 1887). Similarly, the tusk-shaped shell of a deep-water mollusk, genus

Dentalium Indianorum or Dentalium pretiosum, was widely exchanged on the

Northwest Coast from Alaska to California, and as far east as the plains (Simeone

lees).

One species of dentalia shells was harvested along the west Coast of

Vancouver Island. Ames and Maschner (1991) state that this was the primary North

American source for dentalium. Dentalia shells, once harvested, were subjected to a

grading process and separated into long, medium and short sizes. Those of longer,

rmbroken shape were the more valued. Dentalia shells were strung on sinew that was
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often decorated with other species of marine or freshwater shell. The measune of the

sting of shells as well as the length of the shells themselves detennined the value.

They were faded either in packets of cedarbark or in fathom sfings (Gibson 1992:9).

Forty high-qualtty dental shells, that is,long, unblemished and unbroken shells in a

fathom, made up the standard although that standard was to vary with time, as

documented in historic records (Gibson 1992, Stams 1887) .

Euroamericansi saw dentalium as akind of primitive currency. This is clear

from Stearns (1887) who wrote one of the earliest teatises on primitive currency.

The short, broken and inferior shells are strung together in the same manner
but in various lengths and represent shillings or pence, as the string is either
long or short or the shells defective........The hi-qua (long string of high-
quality, high length shells) represents the sovereigr, the highest standard of
curency, and as a rule, would purchase one male or two female slaves
(Stearns 1887:316).

Figure 3 Pacific Coast Dentalium

With the influx of Euroamerican trade goods during the first half of the fur-

trade, blue beads became a form of primitive "currency" particularly along the Lower

Columbia. Along the Lower Columbia in the 1800s, blue beads were described by

Alexander Henry as "being considered as cash here" (Coues 1897:820). According to

the ethnohistoric record, the value shift from dentalium to glass beads and

subsequently to other trade goods was gradual (Hajda 1994, Gibson 1992). Blue
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beads early on were not as highly valued as dentalium and were not exchanged

equally. Henry, in 1814, refers to this in his account of the breakage of a dentalia shell

belonging to a Chinookan "chief'named Concomely. The shell was broken by an

employee of the Pacific Fur Company, Duncan McDougall. Concomely was

compensated for the breakage of one dentalia shell with "40 grains of large China

beads, which did not seem to please the chief'(Coues 1897:753). Notably,

Concomely was not offered blankets or metal, both of which were purported to be

trade items valued by the people of the area. The appropriate items of recompense for

the grievous offense were "large China (blue) beads". This suggests some reciprocal

value between dentalium and blue beads although this was certainly not an equal

exchange as the reparation in beads "did not seem to please the chief'. This may have

been because by 1810, large blue "China" or "Canton" beads were falling out of

fashion in favor of smaller blue Canton beads.

Franchere (1968) states that blue beads either formed another circulating

medium by themselves or when strung together with dentalia shells. He writes of the

Chinook that "their ornaments consist of bracelets of brass, which they wear

indiflerently on wrist and ankles; of strings of beads of different colors (they give a

great preference to blue) and displayed in great profusion around the neck and on arms

and legs; and of white shells called Hiaqua, which are their ordinary circulating

medium" (Franchere 1968:185). Hajda asserts that for Euroamericans blue beads

-were easy to equate in use with dentalium" (1984:232). Like dentalium, beads were

usually traded by the string and measured in fathoms. They were also subject to value
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in terms of size, the larger blue beads being preferred to the smaller before 1812

(Coues 1897:231). This fluctuation in size preference, however, did not occur with

dentalium as the larger unblemished shells were always considered the more valuable.

From the Euroamerican standpoint, beads were a prefened trade item in a

system of unequal exchange. Beads were simple to convert to a "cash" status with

stings of beads given a certain market value. The fact that beads, like shells, were

considered by fir traders to be "trifles" or "items of small value" (Meares 1967) was a

fortunate device in a commercial venture that was based upon the premise of obtaining

much for little.

In any discussion of trade items in the Northwest Coast region, it is imperative

to make a distinction between wealth items and sumptuary items. Sumptuary items

are those items to which access is restricted by status. Wealth items are those items

available to any individual who could aJford them (Ames and Maschner 1999:178).

Sumptuary items are those items considered exotic or alternately those considered to

be labor intensive. Decorated objects are often considered sumptuary as are ground

stone implements in conjunction with their labor-intensive production. Wealth items

may be considered those items to which access was restricted only by the ability to

accumulate wealth. Researchers (Ames and Maschner 1999, Hajda 1984, Mainfort

1985, Schulting 1995) have pointed out that social status is generally either ascribed,

achieved or some combination of both. As discussed in the previous section, inherited

status, along with the accumulation of wealth, was the basis for the system of social

stratification practiced by the Chinook peoples of the Lower Columbia and throughout
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most of the Northwest Coast region. Both dentalium and beads fall into the category

of wealth items rather than sumptuary items although this distinction may have been a

by-product of the fur-nade era At the time of first contact in the area in l792,wealth

items included slaves, dentalium, firs, horses, canoes and fishing and hunting

equipment (Hajda 1984:250). Ames etal. (1992), Ames and Maschner (1999) and

Wolf (1994) contend that items of laborious, time-consuming manufacture such as

ground-stone implements were also linked to high-status individuals.

The influx of large numbers of glass beads during the late fur-trade period as

evidenced by the archaeological record in sites along the Lower Columbia" would

preclude the adoption of beads as a sumptuary item in any long-tenn sense. ln short,

glass beads became too commonplace during the approximately 50 years that spanned

the height of the fur-fiade, circumventing their value as status markers.

As wealth and prestige items, however, glass beads would have functioned

well. Like dentalium they were often items of personal adornment, worn as earings,

necklaces, bracelets and anklets. Beads frequently embellished clothing and

implements (Franchere 1968, Moulton 1990). In this context, beads functioned as

wealth and social markers as well as reinforcements of prestige. In addition to

ornamental statements of wealth, they became expressions of prestige in conjunction

with items such as dentalium and copper. Strings of dentalia shells were sometimes

decorated with glass and copper beads and dentalia shells are frequently found

coincidentally with glass and copper beads in mortuary contexts (Mainfort 1985,

Schulting 1995).
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The equation of blue beads as "ca.sh" by Euroamericans is prevalent in the

ethnohistoric record. While it was apparent to taders that Indians valued glass beads

and other tade goods, Euroamerican observers did not understand how these "fifles"

or "gewgaws" were mutated into symbols of wealth and prestige.

Sahlins (1972:227) refers to money in primitive societies as "objects...that have

token value rather than use value and serve as means of exchange...the exchange use

is limited to certain categories of things." Hajda (1984:230) also contends that

*Dentalia (hraqua) shells had acquired the status of a medium of exchange, at least for

other valuables" before contact. The implications then, are that valuables were usually

only exchanged for other valuables. If we examine this assertion in terms of "spheres

of exchange" as Hajda (1984) has done, then we can separate exchange into spheres

comprising food exchange, valuable exchange etc. This involves assigning goods to

certain non-overlapping spheres where, for example, goods from the food sphere were

rarely exchanged for those from the valuables sphere at least prior to direct Indian and

White contact. Hajda (1984:248) actually recognizes only two exchange spheres. The

first contains the food and raw materials sphere. These things are acquired easily and

at little energy cost. This sphere contains those items that are abundant at a given

locality. The food/raw material sphere for the Lower Columbia region included

wapato, certain kinds of fish, boiled berries and beargrass as well as other local goods.

The second sphere, the valuables sphere, included dentalium, slaves, furs, skins,

canoes and exotics. These things were acquired through long-distance trade and often
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at considerable risk. Later,after contact, the valuables sphere expanded to include

European trade items.

Ethnographically, the valuables sphere in the Lower Columbia region during

the fnst part of the 1800s consisted of dentalium, slaves, furs, blue glass beads and

other Euroamerican trade items (Coues 1897, Drucker 1965, Franchere 1968, Hajda

1984, Simeone 1995, Moulton 1990). Blue glass beads were exchanged and

disseminated through gambling, the acquisition of slaves, often in a direct exchange

and in marriage payments. Glass beads were rarely items of food exchange among

Indians according to Hajda (1984).

The ability to limit access to beads and other trade goods while accumulating

the same possibly allowed vertical movement within Chinookan social structure. An

individual might accumulate wealth in the form of trade goods which would in turn,

increase his prestige and status within his household, his village and even regionally.

This vertical mobility in the Chinook social realm was likely limited to the commoner

sphere; slaves would have been precluded from amassing wealth, and elite rank was

hereditary. The accumulation of wealth by higher status individuals was probably

more easily achieved than for commoners. Elites possessed the basic wealth along

with local and regional sociopolitical ties that may have facilitated access to high-cost

prestige items.

During the early 1800s, Euroamericans, particularly those involved in the fur

trade, saw blue glass beads as a form of currency along the Lower Columbia River.

Blue glass beads may have gradually replaced dentalia shells as wealth items among

the native peoples in the area. However, I suggest that the popularity of glass beads
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and their use asi currency and wealth items was eventually effected by their

unresticted availability in the 1830-1840s. As their scarcity declined, so did their

popularity and prestige value among Native Americans along the Lower Columbia.

I begn the section of ethnographic accounts by briefly summarizing the history

of the fur tade on the Northwest Coast. This is followed by ethnographic accounts of

the early fur tade on the Northwest coast and into the interior along the Lower

Columbia River. At first contact, metal was more sought after than glass beads. As

the fur nade began to enter the interior, the function of glass beads as wealth and

stafus markers became more apparent.

The Fur Trade in the Northwest Coast Region

Early contact between Euroamericans and Native peoples in the Lower

Columbia region is first documented n 1792. However, this postdates contact in

Alaska and British Columbia. Native peoples along the Northwest Coast may have

been infroduced to foreign goods by Asian and European shipwrecks as early as 1600

(Plummer l99l).

By 1741, Vitus Bering had discovered Alaska under the auspices of Russia.

By 1805, the Russian American Company had established its base of operations in

New Archangel, now Sitka, Alaska. According to Meares, who explored that region

in 1788-1789, the "Russians anchored the (fur) trade from Unalaska to Prince William

Sound" (Meares 1967 :96).
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The lure of commercial wealth to be made in the fur trade with China soon

drew other nations to the region. Before Meares's expedition, Captain James Cook

explored the area in t776-1779 followed by Vancouver in the 1790s. By this juncture,

the enormous potential of the fur trade had already been realized and English,

Canadian and American concerns rushed to establish fur trade posts in the region. In

1810, the Montreal based Northwest Company established Spokane House on the

Spokane River. For a time, the Northwest Company controlled the fur trade with a

license from the British East India Company that allowed them to export furs directly

to Canton, China (Mackie 1997:18). John Jacob Astor's Pacific Fur Company, formed

in 1809, established a prime location in Astoria when its first ship the Tonquin

reached the mouth of the Columbia River in March of l8l I . However. location and

business acumen were not enough to ensure success and the disgruntled and ill-

provisioned employees of the Pacific Fur Company sold the company and its supplies

to the Northwest Company in 1813 for the sum of $80,000 (Mackie 1997:16). The

Northwest Company fully used their advantageous position on the Columbia River,

establishing Spokane House, and controlling the fur trade in the area for the next ten

years. The company was absorbed, employees and goods, by the Hudson's Bay

Company in 1821. The Hudson's Bay Company virtually monopolized the fur trade

in the region well into the mid 19th century until the ultimate demise of the region's fur

trade circa 1850.
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Ethnographic Accounts from the Maritime Fur Trade: Early Contact 1790-1800:
Metal as a Prestige Item

During the earliest episodes of European-Native contact, beads were not a

highly desired trade item. Captain Cook, aniving in Nootka Sound on the west coast

of Vancouver Island in 1778, observed "beads they were not fond of and cloth of all

kinds they rejected" (Beaglehole 1967:297). Iron and various kinds of metal were the

most prized items of trade by the natives of Nootka Sound. For iron, the natives

would part with their flrs. If natives and Europeans could not come to an agreeable

exchange, the natives would often take what they desired most. Cook and his crew

found that the Nootka peoples "had a very great genius and a passion for stealing"

(Beaglehol e 19 67 :298).

Alexander Walker preceded Cook into Nootka in 1785-1786. AtNootka

Walker found iron and copper to be the staple trade goods. "A bit of Copper six

inches long and one broad, was prefened to the best Tool in our possession, but large

pieces of Iron, Hatchets and Chisels were nevertheless prized" (Walker 1982:108-

l0e).

This predilection by the Nootka peoples for metal can be attributed to likely

tactors such as the relative lack of metal in the prehistoric period. Non-historic

sources of metal include meteorites and other natural sources. Native sources of metal

u'ere often from pure veins gathered from the surface of the earth. Copper from

Alaska was traded great distances. An alternate source of metal was probably drift

metals from shipwrecks. A Klatsop oral tradition contains a narrative of first contact

at the mouth of the Columbia River where three survivors from a wrecked ship came
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ashore at Point Adams (Klatsop Point) sometime during the 1720's. An Indian

woman who had recently lost her child was mourning that loss on the beach and

...saw a large object lying on the beach and while looking at it in wonder,
the seamen came ashore and approached, holding a bright kettle and motioning
her to bring water. The Klatsop Indians sent for others on the river, who came in great
numbers. Astonished at the value of their prize and, hoping to get the whole of the
metals which it contained, they set fire to the wreck, by which means they
lost all. There were copper kettles on the vessel and pieces of money, having a
square hole in the center. The two sundving seamen remained as slaves to the Klatsop
until it was found that one was a worker in iron, of which the Indians began to see the
value, when they made him chief (Gibbs 1877:236-237).

At Port Stewart on Prince of Wales Island in Southeast Alaska inl79l,

Vancouver's crew "entered into a brisk trade with blue cloth, files and tin kettles,

which they prefened next to firearms in exchange for their sea otter skins, but their

fish and other less valuable articles were readily parted with for pewter spoon, looking

glasses, beads and other trinkets" (Vancouver 1994:1042). At Gray's Harbor,

WashingtoninlT92, Vancouver again noted that the natives demanded principally

iron and copper for furs but *for their less valuable commodities they were partial to

blue beads" (Vancouver 1994:775).

The ensuing surplus of European goods along the Northwest Coast trade routes

resulted in fluctuations in the value of certain trade goods. At Johnstone Straits in

lT92,Yancouver was able to purchase 200 sea otter skins in a single day but "at least

a hundred percent dearer" than in former visits to the same coast. "Iron became a

mere drudge" and even firearms were refused. Nothing but "large sheets of copper

and blue woolen cloth" were accepted for sea otter skins (Vancouver 1994:627).ln
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1793, while anchoring at some small islands near the Queen Charlotte Sound in

British Columbia" Vancouver fotmd the native inhabitants willing to tade sea otter

and small land marnmal skins for copper, blue cloth and blankets. However he found

that copper "...seemed highest in their estimation" (Vancouver 1994:963).

The shift in preference from iron to copper may have resulted from the

increased availability of some prestige goods, in this case trade iron. Before contact,

both iron and copper had to be fiaded for via complex tade networks. High-status

individuals would have had differential access to these tade sources.

With the advent of the maritime fur tade, prestige items whose procurement

was previously limited to high-ranking individuals became more plentiful. As

previously stated, Europeans tended to trade with those individuals they perceived to

be high-status or chiefs. Those individuals perceived as chiefs by Europeans were

often presented with exta presents or "badges of office" in an effort to gather allies

and stimulate hade with the people as a whole (Mainfort 1985:559). With prestige

goods becoming more available to the masses regardless of rank, high-status

individuals had to resort to either the removal of prestige items through destruction or

burial, or adopt less plentiful items as prestige goods (Schulting 1995:15).

Alaskan copper was a prestige item before European contact. The availability

oftrade sheet copper from which ornaments could be made probably lessened the

value of copper as a prestige item. The maritime fur traders' complaints about the

fickleness of the Indian tade were likely a consequence of flooding the coast with

hropean trade goods. As early as 1788 at Prince George Sound, Meares commented
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that "at one time, copper was their favorite object, at another, iron was the only

commodity in estimation among them; beads would also have their turn of preference"

(Meares 1967:l2l).

Glass Beads: the Emissaries of the Fur Trade

The popularity of glass beads as trade items took longer to develop than did

the popularity of metal. According to Gibson, the use of glass beads as trade items

was started by the Russians.

At fust-in the last half of the 1780s-the Indians demanded principally iron,
copper and colored glass beads, although beads, like all trinkets, were accepted
mainly as introductory and conciliatory gifts. The use of beads as trade goods
seems to have been limited to Cook Inlet and Prince William Sound where
they were popularized by the Russians and where five blue beads obtained one
Sea-otter pelt in 1786 (Gibson 1992:217).

According to the majority of ethnographic accounts from this period, glass

beads were often used as an opening gift to induce trade. Presents of beads were

frequently sent first to solicit visits from natives (Beaglehole 1967, Meares 1967,

Vancouver 1994).

As Captain Cook moved northward up the coast towards Alaska in 1789-1790,

he found that beads became a more favored and even indispensable trade item.

Entering Prince William Sound in May of 1778, he encountered a Native "clothed in

dress made of sea beaver skin and on his head such a cap as is wom by the people of

King George's Sound, omamented with sky blue glass beads about the size of a large

pea. These he seemed to set ten times more value upon than our white glass beads
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which they probably thought was only crystal which they have among them. They

however esteemed (sic) beads of all sorts and gave whatever they had in exchange for

them, even their fine sea beaver skins" (Beaglehole 1967). Cook had only clear beads

with him in his tade stock. He surmised that the Russians had not been physically

present at Prince William Sound. He based this assumption on the abundance of furs

and skins possessed by the natives for, he concluded, "the Russians would find some

means or another to get them all from them" (Beaglehole 1967:.371).

When Meares explored the Russian Islands in upper Alaska in 1788-1789, he

noted that iron and other European commodities'\vere scarce with them" but

concluded that the Indians had been tading those articles to peoples further down the

coast (Meares 1967:vii). At King George Sound, he wrote that the inhabitants were

'totally destitute of European articles: for all of the iron, copper, beads, etc. which

they must have received in return for their furs, not a particle of them was now to be

seen" (Meares 1967 :120).

At Breaker's Point in 1788, Meares and his crew presented glass beads and

earrings to high-status women (Meares 1967:14l). At Prince Williams Sound in the

same year, he writes that he purchased "sixty-five fine sea otter skins" for a moderate

quantity of spike nails (iron). Then to "conciliate their friendship, the principal men

amongst them were presented with beads of various colours, and they promised to

bring us skins as fast at they could" (Meares 1967:xv).

While the item of highest esteem for the most part was still metal, Meares

found that "green glass beads were much sought after, and at times those which were
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red and blue" (Meares 1967:xxxiv). At King George Sound in 1789, Meares

persuaded the native inhabitants to build a house for his men. The lndians were to

supply all the labor and materials. ln return for this, they were given a certain

proportion of beads or iron at the end of the workday (Meares 1967:ll5).

Green glass beads appeared to have been steadily increasing in desirability

along the Northwest Coast. A letter from another British captain, Nathaniel Porftnan,

who was also sailing in the region, asked Meares if he could spare some hade articles,

specifically "beads of different kinds, particularly the small green and yellow sort and

of them as much as possible...." (Meares 1967:xxvi).

Glass beads became more frequently accepted as a trade item rather than

introductory gift along the coast during the late 1700s. However, they do not seem to

have reached the status of a prestige or wealth item until the fur trade was firmly

established in the Lower Columbia region in the early 1800s. The next section

summarizes accounts of beads and trade along the Lower Columbia and at Fort

Astoria and Fort Vancouver during the early to mid 1800s.
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Accounts of Beads along the Lower Columbia River, 1805-1824

The first explorers and faders along the Lower Columbia noted the appearance

of the people that they encountered. Some of the most extensive accounts of the

region come from Lewis and Clark who explored the area in 1805-1806. The first

account in which beads are included appears in their description of the Chinookan

peoples of the Lower Columbia. Lewis and Clark noted not only the appearance of

these peoples, but also kept notes and journals on aboriginal society and commerce.

The favorite omament of both sexes are the common coarse blue and white
beads which the men wear tightly wound around their wrists and ankles many
times until they obtain the width of three or more inches. They also wear them
in large rolls loosely around the neck or pendulous from the cartelage or the
nose or rims of the ears which are purforated for the purpose. The women
wear them in a similar manner except the nose which they never purforate
(Moulton 1990 [6]:490).

During an encounter with the Chinook peoples at Chinook Point, Lewis and

Clark again noted the propensity for blue beads. They describe the decoration of

Chinook women writing that "many have blue beads threaded and hung from different

part of their ears and about their neck and around their wrist. . . ." (Moulton I 990

$l:a7\.

They found that along the Lower Columbia River the most desired colors of

beads were blue and white and not necessarily beads that were expensive or well-

rnade.
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the natives are extavagantly fond of the most common cheap blue and white
beads of moderate size, or such that from 50-70 will weigh one pennyweight.
The blue is usually preferred to the white. These beads constitute the principle
circulating medium with all the Indian tibes on this river; for these beads they
will dispose of any article they possess. The beads are strung on strands of a
fathom in length and in that manner sold by the breadth or yard
(Moulton 1990 l6l:492n).

By the early 1800s, blue and white beads had already become a standard of

exchange on the Lower Columbia. Closer to the mouth of the Columbia at Fort

Clatsop, Lewis and Clark were visited by a party of Clatsop Indians wishing to tade.

The chief, Comwool, wears three sea otter skins which Lewis and Clark badly want.

At this point in their joumey, they are short of trade stock and especially short of blue

beads. A bargaining session ensues in which items other than beads are offered for

trade,

but he would not dispose of them for any other consideration but blue
beads...nor would a knife or an equivalent in beads of any other colour answer
his purposes. These coarse blue beads are their favorite merchandise, and they
are called by them...chief s beads. The best wampum is not so much esteemed
by them as the most inferior beads (Moulton 1990l6l:47Q.

Here "wampum" may refer to small seed or embroidery beads

(Mainfortl985:561) but most likely refers to shell beads such as dentalium and

olivella. This may suggest that blue glass beads,lhe"tia comshuk" or chief s beads,

ae being equated with prestige goods such as dentalium. Also implied is that blue

beads are considered appropriate payment for sea otter skins which are documented

pestige items and historically wom by persons of high status (Thompson 1994:362'

363).
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Agarn, at Chinook Point in 1805, Lewis and Clark attempted to trade with a

Clatsop Indian for sea otter skins. The Clatsop offered to trade two sea otter skins for

blue beads "at such high prices" that the skins could not be afforded.

Merely to try the lndian I offered him my watch, handkerchief, a bunch of
red beads and a dollar of American coin, all of which he refused and demanded
tia comshu&, which is chiefs Beads, and the most common blue beads
but few of which we happen to have at this time (Moulton 1990 l6l:472n)

It is clear that from as early as 1805, blue beads were an established

commodity of trade along the Lower Columbia River. It can be further stated that

blue beads were reaching the stafus of a prestige item. The name .,chief s bead"

implies that these beads were wealth items simultaneously conferring some measure of

prestige upon the possessor. Hajda states that valued objects serve as standards or

measures of value but also as symbolic social values. The exchange of items that

symbolize rank and prestige as well as wealth, is also a transfer of symbolic social

values. "A change in the relative numbers of valuables held by an individual,

therefore would signal that his prestige had risen or fallen..." (Hajda 19g4:25g).

Despite inferences that equate beads with rank, there are relatively few specific

references to this in the historic record. A more pointed reference to beads and social

value comes from Gabriel Franchere in 1811. On the Lower Columbia River, he

uitnesses the last instructions of a dying native man. He (the dying man) "caused to

be brought to him whatever he had that was most precious-his bracelets of copper, his

bead necklace, his bows and arrows and quiver, his nets, his lines, his spear, his

pipe...he distributed the whole to his most intimate friends" (Franchere 1968:97). The
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"intimate friends" were more likely relatives and while Franchere does not implicitly

state that the dying man was of high rank, the scene was observed while "passing the

night in a chief s lodge". Later, when commenting on slavery among the natives of

the Columbia River, he writes that they are "acquiring slaves from the neighboring

nibes in retum for beads and furs" (Franchere 1968:192). This supports Hajda's

(1984) claim that exchange existed in terms of spheres, in which valuables were

exchanged for other valuables. A further comment on beads as a prestige item comes

from David Thompson in 1812. Commenting on the appearance of Chinookan chief

Concomely's wife, he writes that she is "well-dressed with ornaments of beads and

shells" (Thompson 1994).

The journal of Alexander Henry in l814 provides an interesting commentary

on the changing preference in bead size among the natives of the Lower Columbia.

He writes that blue beads are the most esteemed in the area but only of certain smaller

sizes. This is one of the earliest times the term "Canton bead" is used in the historic

record. The connection between "Canton beads", size and the tia comshuck will be

discussed further in the next three chapters. Henry writes of native people wishing to

trade that'lhese people...seem to care but little about anything except for a few blue

beads" (Coues 1897:662). At this time, the amount of beads traded to the Indians for

skins was reduced because of shortages in fade stock. Henry notes that the lndians

"do not like this". The Indians want "as usual one fathom of small Canton beads for a

skin" (Coues 1897:719). The reduced price per skin is now 213 of a fathom. Henry

notes that the small Canton beads "are the only bead now in fashion amongst them.
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The ls and 2nd size they will not take" (Coues 1897:719). The historic size of blue

Canton beads is speculative but it appears from historic documents that they ran in

order of size from largest to smallest and were refened to as the l't to 4s sizes. It is

possible that the shortage of blue trade beads referred to by Henry is actually a paucity

of only the 3'd and 4tr sizes which would correspond to the smaller beads. The 1$ and

2fr siz.eblue Canton beads might still have been in stock in number, however the

refirsal of the native peoples to accept them rendered them worthless as tade items.

The fluctuations in size preference for the Canton bead and how those fluctuations

appeaf in the archaeological record, will be discussed in depth in Chapter 4.

lnl824, George Simpson established Fort Vancouver on the Lower Columbia

under the auspices of the Hudson's Bay Company. He comments on the appearance

of the Chinook people tlnt "eares are perforated all around and Beads and Hyaques

suspended therefrom in quantity according to rank or taste of the party" (Merk

1931:96). This suggests that beads and dentalium are worn in numbers dictated by

differences in status and rank and the ability to amass those items in quantity. He goes

on to state that the Chinook have little need for the majority of European goods and

make little effort to hunt furs for tade. *Cloth blankets and ironworks they rarely

purchase and they merely take the touble of looking after a few beaver in order to

supply themselves with Tobacco, Beads, Guns and Ammunition" (Merk l93l:94).

Ganrbling was a favored activity among the Chinook and Simpson noted that

glass beads formed one of the gambling stakes along with slaves and Hyaques (Merk

l93l:102). The passion for gambling among the Indians was noted by the Europeans
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especially at the larger Indian trading centers such as The Dalles, the Cascades and

Willamette Falls (Hajda 1984:229). During the summer months, the peoples of the

Lower Columbia region gathered at these sites to trade with upriver tribes. Alexander

Ross (1904) noted that more goods were disseminated through gambling than trade at

these trading centers. Since slaves, blue beads and dentalia shells were the standard

gambling stakes, it can be infened that beads were probably widely distributed

regionally and beyond through these yearly trading marts. Hajda (1984:237) also

suggests that gambling was yet another method of wealth acquisition for the upwardly

mobile cornmoner as all ranks of people, men and women, participated with the

exception of slaves.

Summary and Basis for Equating Beads with Status

It appears that blue glass beads had become a circulating medium along the

Lower Columbia River in the early 1800s. The influx of wealth in the form of trade

goods and the presence of permanent white settlements allowed for wealth

accumulation to become possible for elites of lower prestige and for commoners.

From the historic record, I infer that the beads of most value in the early 1800s

throughout the Lower Columbia region were spherical, blue "China" or "Canton"

beads. The larger sizes of these beads became less popular sometime between 1805

and 1815. Either this size preference must have changed again sometime after the

later date or Fort Vancouver was left with a surplus of large beads that could not be

traded as they were "out of fashion". The early Indian Trade Store (1829-1843-44) at
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Fort Vancouver still retained the larger size Canton beads in their stock (Ross 1975).

Blue beads of other shapes and sizes would likely have been next in popularity. This

preference for blue beads was followed by a marked preference for white beads. I

suggest that the prefened white beads were those beads that measured 3-4 mm in size

as beads smaller than this would be less visible, thereby defeating their purpose as

status markers. Glass beads of colors other than blue and white were less desired and

valued. Beads of other colors may have been traded singly or as additions to fathom

sfrings that contained predominately blue and white beads.
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Chapter 4

The Glass Bead Study Assemblage

Typologies are important in the evaluation of recovered archaeological

materials for two reasons. First, typologies allow and enhance comparisons between

similar artifact assemblages at different sites. Secondly, typologies and classifications

based on specifically chosen attributes are necessary for answering specific questions.

For instance, typologies based on characteristics of manufacfure can be used to answer

questions about chronology by defining the frequencies of artifacts of certain

manufacturing techniques since those techniques change over time. The glass bead

classification used in this study is multidimensional. It is based on a series of

characteristics and attributes rather than focusing on only one attribute such as

manufacture or color. The purpose of this form of classification is not only to address

the questions put forth in this study, but also to provide a comprehensive catalog

description of both bead assemblages. It is hoped that this will provide a basis for

other researchers to compare bead assemblages from other sites within the region and

beyond.

Classification Systems for Glass Beads

Classification systems for glass trade beads have often provoked more

questions than they have answered. No two systems are alike and each researcher

tends to use his or her personal nomenclature. In order to facilitate the analysis of a

large glass bead assemblage and allow for inter-assemblage comparison, it is
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necessary to use some standard system of classification. The classification system

used here was developed by Lester Ross (1997:179-212) to classify the bead

assemblage from Native Alaskan Village Site (NAVS) located in Fort Ross,

California. The system builds upon his previous work with beads from the Fort

Vancouver National Historic Site (Ross 1990). Ross's system is based on a

classificatory scheme developed by Kidd and Kidd in 1970 for the general

classification of glass beads in the field. This system was modified by Karklins (1985)

before Ross's 1990 work. Rossos system uses visual attributes and follows a

hierarchical scheme based on material, manufacturing techniques, stylistic classes and

type attributes that include color, diapheneity, shape and the presence or absence of

decoration.

Ross's classification system required color values to be standardized. I

accomplished this by using the Munsell Book of Color vol. I and 2 (Munsell 1998).

Bead size is a significant attribute and bead sizes were determined by measuring the

maximum diameter (mm) x length (nun) using digital calipers. The diameter of each

bead was measured at the maximum point of density from side to side, and the length

was measured from perforation to perforation. Bead specimens were not included in

this study unless they could be definitely identified by manufacture and unless there

was enough of the bead present to obtain at least one diameter or length measurement.

Less than five beads were excluded from the study. This included charred, melted

glass fragments that are most likely melted beads based on the glass color. The
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measurement values were entered into the SPSS computer statistical software package.

The SPSS k-means cluster analysis function identifies homogenous groups of cases
based on selected characteristics. The k-means analysis also requires that the number
of clusters be specified. size measurements were the characteristics selected, and I
based the number of specified clusters on the count of sizes populations determined

for the Fort vancouver bead assemblage (Ross 1990). For example, if a given variety
of bead from Fort vancouver had three discrete size populations, I specified three
clusters for the same variety of bead recovered from Meier and cathlapotle. size
populations are separated by equal to or greater than 4mm increments in diameter or
length' using the k-means cluster analysis, I determined the discrete size populations

of each bead variety for those varieties that included ten or more specimens. when a
bead variety had less then ten specimens, a simple determination of the mean

measurement was used to determine discrete size populations. perforation size was
not measured.

Another characteristic considered in Ross's classification scheme that requires
some explanation of determination is diaphaneity. Diaphaneity is defined by the
quality of light that can penetrate a bead. This was determined by placing a pin or
other long object in the bead perforation and holding the bead up to a light source such
as an electric bulb' Transparent beads are those that are completely penetrable by
light' Translucent beads are also penetrable by light but objects viewed through them
appear diffuse. opaque beads are penetrable by light only at the thinnest edges
(Karklins 1985).
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The classification scheme is based on Kidd and Kidd's system of Roman

numerals but uses letter code varieties instead. The letter codes are shown in Table 1.

Using this classification scheme allows beads to be assigned to discrete varieties.

Each bead belongs to a given variety based on the sum of its attributes. For example,

an undecorated, drawn, monochrrome bead with a cut finish would be classified as D/

MCCU. Ross's 1997 classification system was followed for both the Cathlapotle and

Meier glass bead assemblages with exception of a "short" or "long"

designation. These designations are based on an arbitrary division of size and are

unnecessary and redundant when measurements are provided as they are in this study.

Similarly, designations such as small, medium and large are avoided. Variety

numbers are assigned to each bead type. When Meier or Cathlapotle bead varieties

corresponded to bead varieties present at Fort Vancouver National Historic Site, they

were given a FOVA pre-frx. Beads that did not conespond to FOVA varieties were

able I Classilication for Glass Beads
Manufacturing
Technique

Type ofLayering Shape Type of Finishing Decoration

D/=Drawn
W=Wound
Ws/=Wound and
Shaped

M:Monochrome
P:Polvchrome

C:Cylindrical
S=Spherical
E=Ellipsoidal
O=Ovoidal
T=Toroidal
CN{onical
MS:Multi-sided
M2:Molded sides
and two rows of
ground facets
M4=Molded sides
and four rows of
$ound facets

C=Cut
H=Hot-tumbled

Dcl=Combed
Loops
DFFaceted
Ds:Striped
Dd=Dotted
Dfl:Foil
U=Undecorated
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given either a CAT or MER pre-fix corresponding to either the Cathlapotle Site

(45CLl) or the Meier Site (35CO5).

The bead assemblage from Fort Vancouver is an excellent comparative base

for the analysis of beads recovered from Pacific Northwest sites. The majority of

Hudson's Bay Company (HBC) stations have tightly defined dates of occupation.

Fort Vancouver served as an HBC headquarters and redistribution center for goods

"servicing no fewer then 38 forts, houses and warehouses throughout present-day

Oregon, Idaho, Washington and British Columbia" (Ross 1990:29). The Hudson's

Bay Company literally monopolized the fur trade in the region well into the mid

1800s. Fort Vancouver is located approximately nineteen miles down river from

Cathlapotle and the ethnohistoric as well as historic records suggest that people at the

two locations had regular contact and commerce with each other. The Fort Vancouver

bead assemblage contains well over 100,000 beads of many varieties. While I do not

claim that all beads at the two study sites were procured from Fort Vancouver, it is

likely that most of the beads have some link to HBC sources.

The Cathlapotle Assemblage

The Cathlapotle Site (45CL1) includes the remains of a plankhouse village and

is located on the Ridgefield Wildlife Refuge in Ridgefield, Washington. The beads in

this study were recovered from excavations of House I and House 4 and their related

midden and activitiy areas (Ames et al. 1999). The Cathlapotle assemblage consists of

704 glass beads comprising 68 varieties. There are 33 varieties of drawn beads and 35
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varieties of wound beads. Manufacturing techniques for glass beads have been

discussed exhaustively elsewhere by Kidd and Kidd (1970),Ikrklins (1984, 1985),

Ross (1990) and Spector (1976) arnong others. However, an understanding of

manufacturing techniques is integral to trnderstanding bead classification. Brief

summaries of the primary manufacturing techniques are provided before each bead

section. There is also a short discussion of bead damage and preservation as

comments on these processes are also included in the bead tables in Appendix A. All

listed tables numbers that begin with the letter A, will be found in Appendix A. Bead

preservation was determined through visual inspection. Differential bead preservation

characteristics are not part of the classificatory scheme but are added as comments

because they often change bead color and texture. Furthermore, certain bead varieties

appear to preserve differentially. Broken beads of each variety are listed in the

discussion of that variety. Documenting preservation characteristics and breakage

enables differential preservation to be compared across diverse sites. Since

differential preservation can change bead color, it is important to note the type of

deterioration and any color differences. In doing so, the comparison of the same type

of bead from another site can be made even if that bead lacks the same kind and

degree of deterioration. It is also important in term of answering questions in the

context of site formation processes. For example, are broken beads more frequently

recovered from midden contexts indicating intentional disposal rather than loss? Does

advanced bead deterioration indicate more acidic sediments or unstable components in

the glass itself?
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Bead Preserration

Glass is not a chemically stable component and is affected by soil composition,

temperature and moisture. The condition of excavated beads is dependent upon both

the nature of the soil and the chemical composition of the glass. There are several

t1ryes of damage noted in the two study assemblages. Bead damage and preservation

comments are noted in the Diaphaneity, Luster and Patina section of the bead tables.

Three tlpes of damage and poor preservation were noted. The description of each

damage type was summarized from Biete (2000).

l) Delamination/iridescence: A ttrin film has formed over the entire bead.

The film can be pearl-like and peel offthe outer layers of the bead, somewhat like the

skin of an onion. Altemately, a bead that appears undamaged at the time of

excavation develops an iridescent film caused by the rapid dehydration of the glass

accelemted by excavation and exposure to oxygen.

2) Infiltation: The body of the bead is infiltated by soil, water and other

substances causing cracking and discoloration. Porous beads, those with many air

bubbles in the glass, are most prone to this kind of damage.

3) Leaching/devinification: A process defined as atotal breakdown of the

chemicals in the glass caused by the action of ground water. "Soluble

sodium (Na) and potassium (K) alkali have been leached out of the glass

leaving just the so-called silicon (Si) stnrcture" (Biete 2000:6). In essence,

the glass has devitrified or broken down chemically to the silicate sand that
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friable and powdery. They either do not retain their color at all or the color

is profoundly changed from the original chroma.

Bead Manufacturing: Techniques, Nomenclature and Characteristics
I)rawn Beads (n= 447)

Drawn beads, also known as 'cane' or'hollow-cane' beads were manufactured

using either a single (monochrome) or double (polychrome) layer of glass. Drawn

beads often make up the most significant manufacturing class of beads in Pacific

Northwest archaeological sites (Ross, 1990). At Cathalpotle,63.3Yo of the glass bead

assemblage are drawn beads. This process was accomplished by gathering globs of

molten glass at the end of a rod or "pontil". Perforations were then formed by the

introduction of an air bubble into the glob by folding, stretching or blowing. The glob

was then reheated to a semi-plastic state and another opposing pontil was attached.

The rapidly cooling glob of glass wrs then stretched in between the two pontils by

pulling them in opposing directions. Women, or more often young boys, were

employed in this phase of the process in which they were required to run quickly

across factory floors stretching the glob of glass into a long hollow tube or "cane".

Polychrome or multicolored drawn beads were created by two methods. The first

method involved layering a contrasting coat of glass over the first or core layer before

stretching. The second method was a fortuitous creation of double layer beads formed

by the cooling of the glass itself. Layers of certain glasses cooled from the outside in

to form darker or duller layers lightening in chroma as the cooling moved inward.
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Glass canes were sometimes also molded before stretching by laying a semi-plastic

glob of glass on a marbleboard. A wooden paddle was then used to create multiple

flat sides (Spector 1976:21). This shape was retained when the glass was stretched

into a cane. After the finished cane had completely cooled, it was cut or broken into

lengths of the desired size. These sizes are purported to be relatively uniform as the

completed beads were poured through sieves of different gauges to sort and separate

sizes (Bussolin 1847:71-72). The resulting cut or broken beads were either left with

angular ends, or were finished by one of several methods. The beads were either

placed in a heated, revolving barrel filled with sand or ash, a method known as hot-

tumbling, to create a smoother, more rounded appearance or hand-ground on the outer

edges to create facets. As a final step, the beads were sometimes "agitated in bags of

bran to produce a polished surface" (Spector 1976:21). Drawn beads tend to be

cylindrical in shape and can be decorated with ground facets or inlaid with stripes of a

contrasting color.

Wound Beads (n=257)

Beads of wound manufacture make :up37.7% of the Cathlapotle assemblage.

Wound beads were manufactured singly as opposed to the mass-manufacture of drawn

beads. They were more labor-intensive and therefore, generally more expensive.

Known as "wire-laid", "wire-wound" or "mandrel-wound", the manufacturing process

involved the use of drawn glass canes broken into small segments. The segments were

reheated in either a furnace or by a glass-blower's lamp ("lamp-wound"), then
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wrapped around a mandrel or wire. The glass on the wire was then twirled in the heat

until a bead of the desired size and shape was formed. Wound beads come in a wider

variety of shapes than drawn beads do because of the freeform method of

manufacture. They tend, for the most part, to be spherical, ovoidal and ellipsoidal in

shape although they can range to conical and roughly cylindrical. The perforations in

wound beads are usually smaller than the perforation in drawn beads because they

correspond to the size of the mandrel or wire.

Glass of different colors was sometimes added to the glass already on the

mandrel to form polychrome beads. lnsets of confasting glass could be pressed into

the semi-molten bead to form designs. Generally, fancy beads, those with inlays or

flower designs, were manufactured using a glassblower's lamp enabling more control

over the design process. These lamp-wound beads were quite costly and therefore not

extensively used for the North American fir nade.

Wound beads manufactured in Europe were generally too expensive to be

widely used as trade items in the New World. To circumvent this expense, British

traders obtained most of their wound bead stock from China where it could be

ptrchased more cheaply. This not only made sense from an economic standpoint but

from a merchandising one as well. There was already an established trade in sea otter

pelts in Chinq and British taders had been doing business in Canton since before the

1800s.
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Drawn Bead Varieties
Monochrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.1 Undecorated Cylindrical Beads (n = I l)

This bead type includes eleven specimens. Only one of the specimens

corresponds to the Fort Vancouver collection. FOVA 1066 is translucent green in

color. CAT 48 is tansparent blue and of a variety popularly called "bugle beads".

This bead variety came in a wide range of colors and is thought to have been

manufactured in Bohemia (Woodward 1965:12). Bugle beads were popular with

Euroamerican women as embroidery beads during the mid 1800s (Woodward

1965:11). This bead specimen displays breakage at both ends so the exact length

could not be determined. It is therefore designated as incomplete in Table A1.1.

CAT 39 (n:2) is also broken at both ends. It is similar t9 CAT 48 but can be

differentiated by its color. Both specimens are deteriorated and covered by a thick,

whitish patina

CAT 76 (n:6) is atansparent purplish blue. Some of the specimens display

an iridescent patina that is consistent with other tansparent blue bead varieties. This

seems to be a chemical reaction corlmon to transparent blue glass at both Meier and

Cathlapotle. Glass was colored dark to light blue by varying the amount of cobalt

oxide added. Darker blue glass at both sites appears to be more reactive to the soils.

Some specimens of this variety appear to be hot-tumbled but the majority have

unfinished ends. FOVA 1006 is represented by a single bead half.
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Monochrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.2 Subtype Dllr4M4CDf: Beads with four rows of ground facets (n:3)

This category includes three varieties, one specimen in each variety. The three

beads have no representative specimens at Fort Vancouver. These beads were

manufactured by grinding four rows of facets, two at each opposing end of the bead,

on a cut glass cane already molded with seven to eight sides. Beads of this type were

molded using either paddles or marvers. Alternately, they were mandrel pressed or

Prosser molded. The latter two methods of manufacture employ a two-sided mold

between which semi-plastic glass is pressed into shape. Both processes leave visible

marks. Mandrel pressed beads have a conical perforation, smaller and more ragged on

one end, and a larger perforation with a negative cone swrounding it on the other

(Moura l99l:22). The facets are sometimes irregular and a seam is often visible

around the median of the bead. This seam could be obliterated with hand polishing

and this was often the case on more expensive beads. Prosser molded beads have a

porous appearance and a slight bulging around the circumference.

CAT 77 has 35 flat surfaces consisting of seven molded sides and two rows of

seven ground facets at each end. CAT 78 and CAT 2ll have 40 flat surfaces

consisting of eight molded sides and two rows of eight ground facets at each end. No

mold marks are visible on any of the three specimens and the perforations are

uniformly even. The facets on CAT 77 and 78 have a slightly rippled appearance that

is produced by the cooling of the glass. CAT 211 is an elongated octagonal bead. The

lips of the perforation are broken on one end and well rounded and finished on the

other. This finish was probably hand polished after being broken or cut from the
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original cane. The ground corner facets contribute to the rounded appearance. The

facet junctions on the main portion of the bead are crumbled while the end facet

junctions are mostly intact. The crumbled body facets are most likely a result of

abrasion or perhaps use from necklace wear. The end facets are not perfectly uniform

which is indicative of hand grinding. This bead was once decorated with gilt or

goldleaf designs that have totally eroded away leaving only etched shadows. Each

long body facet had one of two patterns on each alternating facet (see Figure 4). The

patterns appear to have been floral in design. A longitudinal band of gilt dividing the

surface into two equal parts bisected each decorated long facet. The most similar

varieties at Fort Vancouver have seven molded sides and 28 ground facets for a total

of 35 flat surfaces. Ross states that both seven sided Fort Vancouver varieties were

recovered "from the site of the Indian Trade store and missionary store, and may

represent an American, rather than HBC import"(Ross 1990:38). CAT 77 was

recovered from an excavation unit located in sheet midden outside of house walls.

CAT 78 was recovered from an excavation unit at the center of House l.
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X'igure 4 Shadow Etchings on long Facets of CAT 2ll

Monochrome Beads with Chopped Ends
Table A13 SubtypeDlMM2CDf: Beads with Two Rows of Ground Facets (n: 14)

There are two varieties of this bead recovered from Cathlapotle, both

corresponding to Fort Vancouver types. FOVA 1067 is a colorless bead with six

molded sides and two rows of ground corner facets. FOVA 1002 is a purplish blue,

hansparent bead with six molded sides and two rows of ground comer facets. Ross

(1990) identifies only two statistically valid archaeological sizes for this bead type

within the Fort Vancouver collection. The first is 1) small,4.68-6.8 mm (D) x3.57-

7.1 mm (L) and 2)large,6.4-9.6 mm (D) x 4.4-8.8 mm (L) (Ross 1990:36). He states

tttat in general, the smaller size corresponds to six-sided beads while the larger size

corresponds to those with seven sides. All specimens recovered from Cathlapotle fall

within the smaller size range.

These trro bead varieties represent the group of beads that are both historically

and still popularly called "Russian Beads". They are purported to have been

introduced into Alaska by Russian fur taders in the early 1700s and are associated
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with early coastal sites in Oregon and Washington (Woodward 1965). These beads

were part of the Fort Vancouver stock from 1829-1860 and were probably listed on

the shipping manifests as "cut-glass beads" although the manufacttring process

involves grinding and molding rather than cutting. They were not of Russian

manufacture but are most likely a product of Bohemia or Venice. Bohemia seems the

more plausible candidate as glass factories in Gablonz were producing ornate, faceted

beads for European consumption from the second half of the seventeenth century

onward (Jargstorf I 993 :8).

Monochrome Beads with a Hot-Tumbled Finish
Table A1.4 Undecorated, Cylindrical Beads (n:220)

Drawn beads comprise over half of the total Cathlapotle assemblage. This was

not unexpected as drawn beads were mass-produced as opposed to wound beads ttrat

were produced singly. Drawn beads are the most common types of beads found in

mid to late 196 centtrry assemblages. Monochrome beads with hot-tumbled finishes

were the most common types of beads recovered at Fort Vancouver representing

69.20/o of the total assemblage (Ross 1990:42). There are nine varieties of this class in

the Cathlapotle assemblage making up32% of the total assemblage. All of the beads

varieties correspond to Fort Vancouver varieties. The most cornmon bead of this type

at Cathlapotle is FOVA 1003. It is an opaque white bead represented by I 19

specimens with a mean diameter of 3.69 mm and a mean length of 2.46 mm. This is

slightly outside the upper limits of the size populations recorded for the Fort
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Vancouver collection, possibly indicating that this variety may not have been acquired

from Fort Vancouver. The second most common variety is FOVA 1063 comprising

8l specimens. This bluish-green bead was being manufactured in Murano and

Venice, Italy as early as the 1700s. There is some color variation among the

specimens in this variety, likely the result of poor preservation. This differential

preservation appears common to the glass in this bead variety. This is evidenced not

only by discoloration but also by pitting, cracking and partial devitrificaton. Darby

(1995:185) suggests that this color variation may be a result of this variety "being

purchased at different times and from different sources". Ross contends that

"presumably this variety was composed of numerous historic blue varieties but there is

no method available to subdivide this variety into more refined groupings" (Ross

1976:709). FOVA 1081 is represented by five well-preserved specimens of opaque

dark blue glass, with no signs of deterioration. FOVA 1074 is represented by five

complete transparent blue specimens. All specimens of this variety are well preserved

and without patina or discoloration of any kind. FOV A 1042 comprises four

specimens. One bead of this variety is broken but crossmends with another half

recovered from an adjacent excavation unit. FOV A 1027 is represented by two

specimens. One of these transparent red beads was recovered by breaking apart the

dirt cleaned from the perforation of a larger bead. The bead is very small, measuring

scarcely over two millimeters in diameter. It is unlikely that it would have been

recovered at all by normal screening through either l/8" or l/4" mesh screens. The

other bead of this miniscule size was recovered through fine-mesh water screening.
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Differential recovery of beads as a recovery bias has been discussed previously in

Chapter 3. FOVA 1060 is a colorless bead represented by two complete specimens.

FOVA I 061 is a single transparent green bead. FOVA I 05 I is represented by a single

specimen, solid opaque red in color similar to FOVA 1038 but without the green core.

Polychrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.5 Undecorated, Cylindrical Beads (n: l)

FOVA 1024 is represented by a two specimens. This is an opaque white bead

covered by a thin colorless layer. The interior layer is very porous with many air

bubbles. Only four specimens of this variety were recovered from Fort Vancouver

with diameter measurements ranging from 6.1 mm to 12.1 mm and length

measurements from 7.5 mm to 25.7 mm (Ross 1990:39). Both ends of the Cathlapotle

specimens have been broken. With the Fort Vancouver specimens varying so widely

in length measurements, it is impossible to extrapolate the length of the Cathlapotle

specimen before breakage. Both beads are in poor condition and is severely soil-

stained.

Polychrome Beads with a Hot-Tumbled Finish
Table A1.6 Drawn, Undecorated, Cylindrical Beads (n: 167)

The most common variety within this class is FOVA 1040, an opaque white on

white double-layer bead. Visually, this bead is similar to FOVA 1003, however there

are differences in availabilitv between the two bead varieties at Fort Vancouver which
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make them temporally sensitive. FovA 1040 was reported by Ross (1990) to be

seven times as cornmon as FOVA 1003 in the Indian Trade Store (1829-1843-44). In

the later trade store, 1844-1852, FOVA 1040 was only four times uN common as

FOVA 1003. This suggests that the double-layer white bead was being replaced by

the single layer white bead by the mid 1830s to early 1850s. This gradual substitution

probably has something to do with a change in suppliers. At Cathlapotle, the ratio of

FOVA 1003 to FOVA 1040 is approximately 1.1:1. This ratio corresponds to the site

being continually occupied until 1836. FOVA 1003 are only slightly more common

than FOVA 1040 and the substitution was likely well underway by the time the bulk

of these beads entered the site.

The second bead variety in this category is CAT l. Again, this bead is visually

similar to both FOVA 1040 and FOVA 1003. It is an opaque white bead with a thin,

colorless outer layer. This variety was assigned a CAT prefix because it was not

identified in the Fort Vancouver collection. This variety is present at Fort Vancouver,

but was classified as single-layer white bead, FOVA 1003. The thin, colorless veneer

is difficult to see and required the use of a microscope to identifu. Beads of this

variety have been identified by Brain (1977) as part of the Tunica Treasure bead

assemblage in Louisiana. He places the time of their introduction on the East Coast as

the early 1600s and their place of origin as Venice (Brain 1977:105). The last bead

variety in this category is FOVA 1038. This is a triple layer bead know as "Comaline

d' Allepo" or "Hudson's Bay Bead" although it is unlikely that the Hudson's Bay

Company was responsible for its introduction. The layers consist of an inner core of
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tansparent dark green under alayer of opaque brick red covered with a thin colorless

veneer of glass. Two size populations were identified at Cathlapotle. The first has a

mean diameter of 3.36 mm and a length of 3.02 mm. The second has a mean diameter

of 5.5 I mm and a length of 7.09 mm. The second size is larger than either of the two

size populations identified at Fort Vancouver. This discrepancy in size between the

two collections is not surprising as this style of bead was produced for over three

centuries in Holland, Italy and Czechoslovakia (Dubin 1987). Cornaline d' Allepo

beads come in disparate shapes and sizes. They consist of double or niple layers of

glass and are "commonly associated with Native American sites during the early to

mid nineteenth century" (Ross 1990:45). ln the Pacific Northwest, Comaline d'

Allepos with opaque exteriors and dark green inner cores are associated with pre-I800

sites (Moura 1991, Woodward 1965). Additionally, some of the specimens of this

variety have longitudinal black stripes on the exterior. Woodard states that this

variation is usually found on seventeenth century sites (Woodward 1965:20). On

closer examination of this bead variety recovered from the two study sites and from

Fort Vancouver, it is clear that this striped variation is a fortuitous rather than

intentional embellishment. ln some cases, the opaque brick red layer has separated

beneath the colorless outer layer revealing the dark core. The green is quite dark when

not held up to a light source and is often perceived as black. While this is not an

intentional variation it still may have value as a temporal marker if more of these

"striped" beads are indeed found on seventeenth century sites. This variation may be

associated with a specific place or time of manufacture.
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Polychrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table Al.7 Drawn, Decorated Cylindrical Beads (n:2)

There are two specimens in this category. The first, CAT 69, consists of half

of a stiped bugle bead, a type that is sometimes refened to as a "candy-cane bead'.

This bead was probably manufactured in Holland (vanderSleen 1973:108-112). The

complete length was not measurable since both ends were broken" but the incomplete

length is over 8 mm. It is classified as having a cut finish because glass canes of this

length are rarely hot-tumbled atthough they may be finished by grinding facets on the

ends. The second specimen consists of only a small fragment. This is a four layer

fragment of the outer edge of a "Chevron bead". It is likely the same bead as FOVA

1039, recovered from Fort Vancouver (Ross 1990:39). Chewon beads are also called

"rosette" and "star beads" (vanderSleen19T3..26). Ross states that it was

"manufactured by alternately pushing a gather of glass of one color into a twelve

pointed star mold, then covering it with a layer of glass of a second color and later, a

third. Complex straight stipes were then laid onto the gather. Next, the entire mass

was dranm into ahollow cane" (Ross 1990:40). Since only one four-layer fragment is

present, it is impossible to state with absolute certainty that this fragment is of the

same variety as FOVA 1039. However, the red and white layers of the fragment

match the Munsell chroma designations from the single specimen recovered at Fort

Vancouver. This bead fragment was recovered from a storage pit within House 4.

Since the rest of the bead was not recovered, it is likely that it was being disposed of
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rather than heirloomed. The occupants of Cathlapotle appear to have used and reused

pits for both storage and refuse disposal (Ames et al. 1999).

Polychrome Beads with Cut Ends and Two Rows of Ground Facets
Table A1.8 Drawn, Decorated Cylindrical Beads (n:7)

Only one variety of this bead class was recovered from Cathlapotle. Ross

(1990, 1976) suggests that double-layer beads in which the inner layer was of the same

hue as the outer, but of a slightly differing chroma or color value, was a "fortuitous"

rather than an intentional result. Fortuitous layers "appeax to have been produced

naturally when certain types of glass cooled from the inside ouf' (Ross 1990:38).

FOVA 1034 is a double-layer dark puple over a slightly lighter purple core. This is a

compound version of the "Russian" or "Ambassador" bead. This bead has as long

history as a trade bead not only in North America but also in Africa where it was used

in the slave tade. Ascher and Fairbanks (1971) state that "it appears in Africa around

the turn of the nineteenth centur5/." The name ambassador bead comes from the belief

that this bead type was used as a "passport for bearers of messages berween tribal

chiefs...The blue hexagonal is connected with the purchase of slaves in the period

beginning 1800" (Ascher and Fairbanks 1971:81). Like the previously mentioned

faceted beads, it is probable that these were manufactured in Bohemia and they

probably date from the mid to late 19tr centtrry. The Cathtapotle specimens of this

class comprise seven whole beads and one small fragment.
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Polychrome Beads with Hot-Tumbled Finish and Simple to Compound Straight
Stipes
Table A1.9 Drawn, Decorated Cylindrical Beads (n: 14)

There are seven varieties in this class only one of which corresponds to a Fort

vancouver variety. FOVA 1028 is represented by a single specimen. This is an

opaque white bead with four simple opaque blue stripes. CAT 16 is represented by

five specimens. These are opaque white beads with four simple green stripes. CAT

72 is atransparent blue bead with erratic, opaque white sfiiping. The striping may

have been intended as three simple thick white stripes but the stripes appears to have

separated during the drawing process producing an alternating single thick, three thin,

two thin and a final thick white snipe. CAT 27 comprises two specimens. This is a

transparent dark amber bead with six altemating, thin, orange and white stripes. CAT

64 is an opaque to franslucent amber bead with four simple opaque stripes. This bead

differs from CAT 27 intlnt it has a metallic outer coating, possibly an adventurine

overlay. Adventurine decoration consists of granules of copper suspended in glass.

Beads and otherjewelry decorated with adventurine were also known as goldstone

(Jargstorf 199l:125-134). The outer layer of this bead is too complete and deliberate

to be an iridescent patina. when the bead is held to the light, it appears as a

franslucent dark blue. This makes it a double layer striped bead. CAT 75, represented

by three complete specimens, is an opaque black bead with six to eight simple stripes.

The last bead, cAT 47,is a variation of the Cornaline d' Allepo bead discussed

previously. This is a tiple layer bead with an inner dark green core, a brick red

second layer, and a thick colorless outer layer. The second layer is decorated with
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four compound stipes, each consisting of a black stipe between two white stripes.

These sfripes are intentionally laid, rather than a fortuitous separation of the brick-red

layer. It is likely that all of the beads are of Dutch manufacture with the exception of

the CAT 47. Tltort variety is probably Venetian in origin (vanderSleenl9T3, Dubin

1e87).

Wound Beads Varieties

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table 2.1 Undecorated Spherical Beads (n: 196)

The most cornmon variety in this class is FOVA 2002 contaning 89

specimens. This variety is also the most archaeologically significant. The variety is

composed of spherical, sky-blue beads that range from transparent to translucent, but

are mostly opaque. This range in diaphaneity can be clearly seen when looking at

large samples such as those from Cathlapotle and Fort Vancouver. The Cathlapotle

assemblage actually displays three statistical size populations that correspond to

Ross's (1990) hypothesized historic sizes. These beads were commonly known as

"Canton" or China Blue" beads because they were thought to have originated in

Canton, China. In the historic record, they are referred to as Canton Beads No. l, 2, 3,

and 4 or I't, 2nd, 3d and 4s sizes (Coues I 897:753 , 822). Ross has suggested that

these sizes correspond to discrete size populations. This statement is based on his

measurements of a glass bead assemblage from the Bullard Beach site (35CSl) on the

Oregon Coast. The historic sizes according to Ross are listed in Table 2 below. The
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historic 4s size meastring 16.5 mm (D) x 14.0 mm (L) is an estimate based on 4.00

mm size intervals. A specimen of this size was not available for measurement from

either the Bullard Beach or Fort Vancouver assemblages (Ross 1990:48). To

determine if the FOVA 2002 specimens in the Cathlapotle assemblage corresponded

to the hypothesized historic sizes, I ran a k-means cluster analysis of the diameter and

length measurements using the SPSS 8.0 statistical software package. The results

appear in Table 2. The analysis identified three size populations within the 45CLl

assemblage. The first cluster consists of a9.25 mm (D) x 6.14 mm (L) range and fits

within the range ofthe historic 3rd size. The second cluster, 13.02 mm (D) x I1.56

mm (L) probably corresponds to the 2nd historic size. The third cluster 3.06 mm (D) x

3.06 mm (L) is within the limits of historic 4tr size. No bead approaching the historic

lo size was present in either the Fort Vancouver or Cathlapotle assemblages. Ross

hypothesized that the historic 1", 2nd, 3d and 4ft sizes ran from small to large.

However, as discussed in the previous chapter, by 1814, smaller blue beads were the

most in demand in the Lower Columbia area. Alexander Henry remarks that in 1814,

the small Canton beads are "the only bead now in fashion among them. The I't and

2n sizethey will not take" (Coues 1897:719).
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Table 2 Comparison of Ross's Hypothesized Ilistoric Sizes to the
45CL1and 35COS Assem

Historic Size Ross's Historic Size
Measurements

Cathlapotle and Meier
Historic Size
Measurements

No. I or l" Size 3.95-4 mm (D\x2.44.6 mm (L) with
a mean measurement of
4.54 mm (D) x 3.65 mm (L)

With a 4.00 mm size interval, an
estimate of the I't size based on
the Cathlapotle assemblage
would measure
l7 mm (D) x 16 mm (L)
For the Meier assemblage
16 mm (D) x 14 mm (L)

No. 2 or 2* Size 6.3-10 mm (D) x
5.2-9.0 mm (L) with a mean
measurement of
8.57 mm (D) x 7.43 mm (L)

For Cathlapotle: 13.02 mm @) x
I1.56 mm (L)
n :  I

For Meier: 12 mm@) x l0 mrn
(L)
No beads ofthis size were
recovered from Meier. These are
hypothesized sizes with a 4.00
mm difference increase from the
3d size specimens recovered

No. 3 or 3'Size 12.7 mm (D)
8.8 mm (L)

For Cathlapotle:9.2S mm (D) x
6.14 mm (L)
n:46

For Meier: 7.56 mm @) x
5.E4 mm (L)
n : 6

No. 4 or4'Size 16.5 mm @)
la.0 mm (L)

For Cathlapotle :3.06 mrn (D) x
a.37 mm (L)
n = M

For Meier: 4.37 mm (D) x
3.15 mm (L)
n = 5

I suggest that the historic sizes of Canton beads ran counter to Ross's

hypothesized size ranges. The l$ size was probably the largest with the 4m size being
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the smallest. By the time Fort Vancouver was established in 1825, it is likely that the

larger ltt size beads were not much in demand as tade items and therefore not being

ordered as stock. This would explain the lack of a large size Canton beads at Fort

Vancouver and at Cathlapotle.

FOVA 2002 also exhibits a characteristic that makes it temporally sensitive.

Approximately 63% (n:56) of the beads of this variety in the Cathlapotle assemblage

exhibit a *lip" or protrusion of glass adjacent to the perforation. This "lip" was a by-

product of the winding process. The presence of this protrusion suggests that they

entered the site before 1830 because after that date, the protrusions were removed

through a heat treating process that finished the bead.

The next most common bead is FOVA 2033 with fifty specimens. This variety

of tansparent blue beads is characterizedby an unusually high air bubble content.

The bubbles are visible when the bead is held up to the light. Forty-eight specimens of

this variety were recovered from the same unit within two consecutive levels. These

beads probably entered the site already strung in a fathom length, although no trace of

the stringing material remains. According to Lewis and Clark, 50-70 moderate size

beads would make up a fathom (Moulton 1990l6l:472n).

CAT 280 comprising eleven specimens is a transparent sky-blue bead. This

bead is likely of Chinese manufacture because of its bright color and small perforation

and may be yet another variation of the "Cantono'bead. Chinese beads tend to be of

bright colors, highly lustrous and have small bore diameters (Francis 1994). This
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variety may be one of the older beads in the Cathlapotle assemblage. Quimby (1978)

states that maritime fur-taders were distibuting sky-blue beads from China in the

early 1700s. It is possible that this bead variety found its way into the site through

early trade with coastal natives before European contact in the interior.

CAT 223 (n = l) is a tansparent green bead probably also of Chinese origin.

FOVA 2005 is a tansparent to tanslucent blue bead with very apparent winding

marks and some exterior pitting. There are fourteen specimens of this variety. CAT

290 (n: 3) is a transparent dark blue bead with three specimens. All three beads of

this variety are in poor condition, corroded and covered with a mossy greenish-white

patina. This is a likely result of some chemical reaction between the soil and this

particular dark blue glass. This result has been previously noted in other dark blue

bead varieties at the site. FOVA 2006 is a dark blue opaque bead represented by four

specimens. FOVA 2008 and CAT 222 are both tansparent pinkish-red beads

distinguished based on their chroma values and diaphaneity. FOVA 2046 is a

transparent red bead represented by four specimens. FOVA 2041is represent by two

opaque white specimens. Each specimen is half of a bead. The two halves do not

crossmend. Small brown specks cover the surface of the beads, a result of soil

staining rather than any intentional decoration. FOVA 2052 is represented by three

transparent purplish-blue beads. One bead of this variety is covered in an iridescent

patrn4 a by-product of oxidation. FOVA 2016 is a translucent white bead represented

by four specimens. CAT 207 and CAT 209 are opaque to translucent shiny blue
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beads, respectively, probably also Chinese in origin. CAT 207 is represented by one

specimen and CAT 209by two specimens.

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table A2.2 Undecorated Ellipsoidal Beads (n: 17)

There are four varieties of ellipsoidal beads within this class. All varieties

conespond to Fort Vancouver varieties. FOVA 2009 is an opaque white bead that

exhibits the characteristic banding marks of the winding process. The horizontal

banding marks and some brown corrosion caused this variety to be mistaken for a

shell bead at first glance. This was the most corlmon variety of ellipsoidal bead at

Fort Vancouver and the most corlmon one at Cathlapotle as well. It is probable that

this variety was procured from Fort Vancouver although it has a long-standing history

as a tade bead elsewhere in North America. This bead variety was introduced on the

East Coast between the early 18th and mid l9th centuries and has been identified as

part of the Tunica Treasure bead collection in Louisiana. The Tunica Treasure dates

to the late 1600s (Brain 1977:109). FOVA 2032 is a translucent red bead represented

by two specimens and displaying perceptible banding marks. The vivid coloring, high

luster and small perforation suggest that this bead may have been manufactured in

China around 1841(Dubin 1987). FOVA 2021is of particular archaeological interest

because of its method of coloration. Before 1860, most yellow glass was colored by

adding coal which burned offduring the heating process producing a dark mustard

yellow color from the resulting sulfur. During the 1860s cadmium sulfide was used to
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produce a bright, imperial yellow. Glass factories in Bohemia began using uranium to

color glass toward the end of the 1800s. This latter method produced an almost

electric yellow shade (Francis 1994:61-64). FOVA 2021 appears to have been colored

with cadmium sulfide. The shade is too light to have been colored with coal sulfur

and too dull to be colored with uranium. In this case. the method of coloration makes

this bead temporally sensitive.

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table A2.3 Undecorated Cylindrical Beads (n: 35)

This class is represented by nine varieties, three of which correspond to Fort

Vancouver varieties. FOVA 2007 is represented by two dark blue beads. CAT 213 is

a bright greenish-yellow transparent bead half. This is the last specimen of four

undecorated green beads in the entire assemblage. CAT 231 is a translucent colorless

bead that appea.rs crudely manufactured. The winding marks are very apparent and

the body is irregular rather than smooth. There is a whitish patina in some of the

crevasses in the body. CAT 243 is similarly made. It is a translucent blue bead with

some brownish to white patina clinging to the crevasses and lining the perforation. It

is possible that this patina is an intentionally added kaolin clay coating that was
,,1 "t 

*' , ,' t-,

painted on the bead p'erforation to prevent its sticking to the mandrel. FOVA 2013 is a

highly lustrous translucent blue bead that exhibits some opaque black whorling at the

distal ends, bilaterally. This appears to be a result of imperfections in the glass rather

then a deliberate decoration. Minor contaminants in slass mav result in unintended
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color additions or changes. FOVA 2065 is an opaque light blue bead. There were

only two beads of this variety recovered at Fort Vancouver. The l0:l ratio between

Cathlapotle and Fort Vancouver suggests that this bead may have been obtained from

some source other than the HBC. CAT 222 is represented by half of a pink bead.

CAT 275is atansparent blue bead. CAT 219 consists of two fianslucent blue beads.

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table A2.4 Undecorated Conical Beads (n = 2)

Ross states that this class of bead was probably manufactured by turning the

still semi-plastic glass against a mold before removal from the mandrel (Ross

1990:50). Two varieties of this class were recovered from Cathlapotle. Neither

variety corresponds to a Fort Vancouver variety. CN 220 is an opaque dark blue

conical bead and CN 221is a franslucent colorless bead. There was one opaque

white conical bead recovered from Fort Vancouver.

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table A2.5 Undecorated Toroidal Beads (n: l)

CAT 277 is a tansparent dark purple-blue "annular" or disc bead. Annular is

the term for flattened doughnut shaped or disc beads. No annular beads were

recovered from Fort Vancouver.
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Wound Polychrome Beads
Table A2.6 Undecorated Spheroidal Beads (n: l)

This class is represented by one variety corresponding to FOVA 2049. It is

composed of a transparent outer layer over an opaque inner layer. This is another

variation of the Cornaline d' Allepo bead. This variation, a transparent outer layer

over a lighter-colored opaque core, is usually recovered from post-1800 sites in the

Pacific Northwest (Ross 1990, Woodward 1965). Only two specimens of this variety

were recovered from Fort Vancouver.

Wound Polychrome Beads
Table M.7 Decorated Spheroidal Beads (n:4)

This class is represented by three bead varieties that do not correspond to Fort

Vancouver varieties. CAT 286 is represented by two bead halves that do not cross-

mend. Opaque red and white dots have been applied to a blue background. The

colored dots are set into larger white dots. This variety, along with CAT 288 which

has the same colored dots on a white background, are atype of "eye-bead". These

beads are manufactured and decorated by lamp-winding techniques. They are

probably Venetian in origin. Eye-beads, so called because they appear to be covered

with small eyes, were popular protection against the "evil-eye" in Africa and the

Middle East. "The defensive strategy consists of distracting the Evil Eye by making it

look at something other than your eye first....since the Evil Eye is looking for eyes,

give it some harmless eyes to see. Representatives of eyes, whether dots, circles/dots

or more complex motifs are cornmonly used for this" (Francis 1994.26). The beads

are "fancy beads", popular in England in the 1 700 and 1 800s, but not popular as a
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fade items in the Northwest. As lampworurd beads, they were probably quite

expensive.

The third variety in this class, CAT 277 is either another form of eye-bead or a

flower-bead. The tansparent green bead is decorated with yellow and white ovoid

designs. The white areas have a smaller pink ovoid design in the center. Whether this

is meant to be a more complex eye or a flower design such as a tulip is unclear.

Wound Polychrome Beads
Table A2.9 Decorated Spheroidal Beads with Combed Loops (n = 2)

According to Ross, these spherical beads 'lrere decorated by trailing molten

glass onto the viscous surface. A wire was then dragged through the applique to form

either a singls sting of combed loops around the circumference, or four longitudinal

stings of combed loops (Ross 1990:51). While three varieties of this class were

recorded at Fort Vancouver, none of these conesponded to the two specimens

recovered from Cathlapotle. Both specimens of CAT 212 arc transparent green with

opaque white single sting combed loop decorations around the circumference. Both

specimens are represented by half of a bead. These two bead halves do not

crossmend.

The Meier (35C05) Bead Assemblage

The Meier Site,located near Scappoose, Oregon, contains the remnants of a

single large plankhouse and its associated midden and activity areas. The house was
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occupied for over 400 years. Archaeological evidence shows multiple episodes of

rebuilding and repair (Ames et al1992).

The Meier Bead assemblage consists of 49 glass beads. The beads were

classified using the same system as for the Cathlapotle assemblage. If bead varieties

present at Meier are unique to both Cathlapotle and Meier, they are assigned CAT

prefixes. If a bead variety is unique only to the Meier site, it is assigned a MER

prefix. All other varieties are assigned the appropriate Fort Vancouver variety

numbers with a FOVA prefx.

There are nine varieties of drawn beads and ten varieties of wound beads in the

Meier assemblage. The majority of the beads are in poor condition and almost all

specimens display some kind of patina or color change. In addition, the outer layers of

glass are beginning to delaminate or peel from the surface some specimens.

Drawn Beads (n = 26)

There are five varieties of drawn beads that correspond to Fort Vancouver

varieties and, three varieties that correspond to Cathlapotle varieties. Two varieties

are unique to the Meier site. The ratio of drawn to wound beads is approximately 1:1.

Monochrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.10 Undecorated Cylindrical Beads (n = 1)

There is one bead in this category that corresponds to a Fort Vancouver

variety. FOVA 1020 is another form of the bugle bead. One end is cut and smooth

with the exception of some glass spalling on the distal surface adjacent to the
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perforation. The other end is jagged and obviously broken. The bead is well

preserved with a shiny surface and displays no patina or iridescence.

Monochrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.11 Subtype DA,IM4CDf: Beads with four rows of ground facets (n: l)

This category is represented by a single incomplete specimen, CAT 78.

Approximately two thirds of the bead is present, including a partial body fragment and

an indentation ofthe perforation. The facets appear slightly uneven. The Munsell

chroma values of the specimens from both the Meier and Cathlapotle sites are the

same.

Monochrome Beads with a Hot-Tumbled Finish
Table Al.l2 Undecorated, Cylindrical Beads (n = 9)

FOVA 1063 is the most cornmon variety in this category with nine specimens.

It is interesting to note that there are no specimens of FOVA 1003 or CAT 1 present in

this assemblage. Contary to the Cathlapotle assemblage, blue beads outnumber white

bead at Meier with a ratio of approximately 4:1.

All specimens of FOVA 1063 are in poor condition. Most of the beads are

pitted and have an overall whitish to gray patina. It is possible that these small blue

drawn beads predate small white beads in the Pacific Northwest. The overwhelming

presence of small white drawn beads at Cathlapotle compared to drawn blue beads

suggests that white beads may have been a later introduction, increasing in popularity

in the late historic period. This coincides with historic sources (see Chapter 2).
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FOVA 1074175 is atransparent blue bead. By contrast it is well preserved and has no

patina

Polychrome Beads with Cut Ends
Table A1.13 Drawn, Decorated Cylindrical Beads (n: l)

There is a single specimen of this class present in the Meier assemblage. MER

I is a drawn opaque white bead decorated with opaque green and red snipes. It is

another variety of bugle bead. It is also called a "candy cane" bead because its

appearance mimics multi-colored pulled sugar candy canes. The specimen is not

complete. Only half of the bead lengthwise is present. There is a thin iridescent

patina covering both the inner and outer surface. It is likely that this bead is of Dutch

or Venetian manufacture although only a chemical analysis of the potash content in

the glass can differentiate between the two manufacturing centers (vanderSleen 1973).

Polychrome Beads with a Hot-Tumbled Finish
Table A1.14 Drawn, Undecorated Cylindrical Beads (n:9)

There are six specimens of FOVA 1038 in the Meier assemblage. All

specimens have some fortuitous stiping with the exception of one bead whose outer

layer is deteriorated. If these fortuitous stipes are indeed a trait of the earlier version

of this bead variety, then this may have some temporal relevance between the two

sites.

FOVA 1040, the double-layer white bead, is represented by three specimens.

These are the only two white drawn beads recovered from Meier. As stated before,
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these double layer beads appear to predate single layer white beads by 10-20 years.

This coincides with archaeological evidence that Meier was occupied between AD

1400 and 1800 (Ames et al. 1992). These beads may represent evidence of earlier

trade between this site and Lower Colombian peoples closer to the coast. It may also

represent the beginning of trade with Euroamericans at Fort Astoria, later renamed

Fort George by the British. However, since there are no definitive dates for

introduction of this bead type this inference is speculative.
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Polychrome Beads with Hot-Tumbled Finish and Simple to Compound Straight
Stripes
Table A1.15 Drawn, Decorated Cylindrical Beads (n:4)

CAT 75 is represented by half of a bead. The bead is in fair condition and

coated with an iridescent patina. MER 3 does not correspond to bead varieties at

either Cathlapotle or Fort Vancouver. It is an opaque black bead with red and white

stripes. This variety is in good condition without deterioration. The three specimens

are composed of two distinct population sizes. The first size is under 4 mm and

includes two of the three specimens. The second size is represented by only one

specimen measuring over 4 mm. There is <l mm difference in diameter but a marked

variation of >6 mm in leneth.

Wound Beads (n = 23)

Of the twenty-three wound beads in the Meier assemblage, five varieties conespond to

Fort Vancouver varieties, one variety to the Cathlapotle assemblage, and four varieites

that are unique to the Meier site.

Wound Monochrome Beads
Table 42.10 Undecorated Spherical Beads (n: 16)

FOVA 2002 is the most common bead of this class in the Meier assemblage.

All beads of this variety are in poor condition with flaking outer surfaces and cloudy

to iridescent patinas. To be consistent, the diameter and length measurements were

entered into the SPSS 8.0 statistical package and a k-means cluster was run. The first

cluster analysis was run specifying the generation of three unique clusters. While
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Ross (1990) specifies four historical sizes, no specimen at the Meier site approached

the specified 16.5 mm. in diameter of the l$ size so a four cluster generation would

have been statistically unproductive. The initial analysis resulted in three clusters size

ranges with a less than 4 mm difference between cluster centers. Ross's hypothesized

size ranges show a 4 mm difference between size ranges. A second cluster analysis

was nm speciffing that only two clusten be generated. This resulted in clusters with a

4 mm difference. The frst size comprised five cases with a diameter of 4.37 mm and

a length of 3.15 mm. This corresponds to a hypothesized historic 4s size. The second

cluster included the last six cases with a diameter of 7.56 mm and a length of 5.84

mm. This fits within the 3d historic size. The minimum distance between cluster

measurements is 7.1 mm. The results of the cluster analysis are displayed in Table 2.

FOVA 2046 comprises tlree specimens. Two of the specimens covered with a

whitish to iridescent patina. The third specimen is in relatively good condition and is

shiny but displays some pitting, a result of the high air bubble content cornmon to this

variety. One specimen has a pronounced lip at the perforation.

FOVA 2041 is represented by one specimen, a bead half. The bead half is dull and

rougb in texture and displays brown speckling secondary to soil staining. FOVA 2016

is a complete b€ad. It is shiny without iridescence or other patina
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Wound Monochrome Beads
Table A2.ll Undecorated Cylindrical Beads (n:4)

FOVA 2065 is represented by two specimens, both with an iridescent patina

covering the entire surface. MER 66 is a heavily deteriorated, transparent, colorless

bead that is yellowed from the soil. MER 77 is atransparent blue bead half. It shows

some pitting on the exterior and in the exposed perforation.

Wound Polychrome Beads
Table lAJz Decorated Spheroidal Beads (n:2)

This class is represented by two bead varieties. One variety, CAT 286, a half

of an "eye-bead", corresponds to a variety from Cathlapotle. There are some slight

differences in the Munsell chroma designations between the specimens at the two

sites, however this is to be expected when dealing with different soils.

MER 87 is a hanslucent green bead with red opaque stipes spiraled throughout the

body of the bead. This lamp-wound bead was probably manufactured by dragging the

opaque red glass through the still viscous green glass while simultaneous twirling the

bead on the wire. The red stripes are within the body of the bead rather than inlaid on

the outer surface.

Wound Polychrome Beads
Table A2.13 Decorated Spheroidal Foil Beads (n = l)

MER 112 is represented by a single bead half. This is an example of a foil

bead, probably produced in Venice. Foil beads were lamp-wound beads that were

manufactured by wrapping thin sheets of flattened gold, or gold leaf around heated

glass bead cores. The sheets of gold were kept heated by the lamp while they were
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gently pressed into ttre glass. The result was a gilded glass bead. MER I 12 has a

tansparent blue glass core covered with gold and inlaid with diamond shaped dots.

The dots are enameled with chips of opaque glass. The bead was produced before

1850 as the use of adventurine replaced the use of true gold in the making of these

beads after this date (vanderSleen 1973:ll3). Adventurine decoration involved the

suspension of small copper crystals within the glass itself to produce a gilt effect. This

process was undoubtedly cheaper and longer lasting as the true gold coating on foil

beads tends to flake and chip. The gold on MER 112 is in poor condition and has

partially crumbled off.

Bead Size and Color Preference

It seems clear that from the ethnohistoric record that the most desired color of

beads in the Lower Columbia region would be blue followed by white. As Lewis and

Clark noted in 1805, the most desired beads were blue and of a "moderate size"

(Moulton 1990). The measure of the l't size Canton bead at 16.5 mm (D) x 14 mm

(L) is roughly the size of a large grape. Thus, it follows that the smaller 3'd and 4tr

sizes would be considered "moderate" by Lewis and Clark. Alexander Henry, writing

in 1814, was accustomed to dealing with all four sizes of beads. He would naturally

regard the 3td and 4ft sizes as "small" when compared with the first two (Coues

1897:719).

If the estimates of the hypothesized historic sizes of Canton beads are correct,

then by circa 1800, the most desired type of trade beads on the Lower Columbia
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would have been the 3d and 46 sizes of Canton beads. I suggest tlrat these would be

followed in popularity by FOVA 1063, the blue drawn beads and CAT I, FOVA 1003

and FOVA 1040, the white drawn beads. The last three bead tlpes are visually similar

to the naked eye and the majority of them are not much smaller in size than the 4s size

blue Canton bead.

Woodward has commented that "ttre colors and sizes of beads were usually

dictated by the aboriginal color schemes prevalent in these regions as well as the

modes of decorating either the person or garments in aboriginal times" (Woodward

1965:17). Prior to contact in the Northwest Coast region, Native Americans

manufactured beads fiom dentali4 white clam and pwple mussel shells as well as

native copper, black steatite, and black and brown argillite (Ross 1997:192).

According to the early historic record, the Chinook of the Lower Columbia often wore

necklaces of dentalia shells and copper and decorated their garments with the same.

Stings of white glass beads whether sewn on garments or worn as jewelry around the

neck and wrists, would mimic white dentalia shells.

The desirability of blue beads is a more difficult concept to explain. David

Thompson, a Hudson's Bay Company tader commented in 1829, that "in the

Columbia River, nothing will buy skins but Columbia River Blankets, Scarlet and

Blue Cloths, Beads, Muskets, Duffil Trurks etc. These are the principal articles for

the Columbia River" (Thompson 1994:123-125). Blue cloth is also mentioned as an

important trade item in the journals of maritime fir fraders @eaglehole 1967, Meares

1967, Vancouver 1994) and was still apopular item on the Lower Columbia River in
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the early 1800s. In terms of blues found in native materials, abalone, olivella shells

and copper probably displayed bluish and purple tints. When copper is not kept

scrupulously clean and polished, the resulting corrosion is often colored bluish green

or turquoise blue. I suggest that since copper, blue beads and dentalia shells were

wealth items and were often wom together as decoration, that they were viewed

interchangeably. Since it has been established that wealth was a means to gain

prestige, then dentalium, blue beads and copper became interchangeable prestige items

along the Lower Columbia River in the early 1800s. I further suggest that the

desirability of sky-blue beads may be linked to the corrosion on copper ornaments.

Woodward (1965:17) has stated the preference for blue may have been associated with

the color of the sky but it seems more plausible that the color would correspond to

established prestige items manufactured of native materials.

The following table (Table 3) shows the color percentages of glass beads at the

Cathlapotle and Meier sites. At Cathlapotle, the frequency percentage of blue beads is

only slightly higher than white. At Meier, the frequency percentage of blue is much

higher than that of white, while the percentage of multicolored beads is close to half of

the total.

Table 3 Bead Color Frequency at the Cathlapotle and Meier Sites
Color Cathlapotle # Cathlapotle 96 Meier # Meier 96
Blue (n:344) 49% (n:25) 52%
White (n :285) 40% h:2 \ 4o/o
Yellow (n: 3) t% h:2\ 4o/o

Green (n=7) .4%
Red (n:  14) .9% (n:  l ) 2%
Multi (n :51) 7% (n: 19) 40o/o
Total h :704\ t00% (n :49) t00%
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I believe that this color discrepancy between the two sites is linked to the

occupation dates of both sites. Meier (35CO5) was occupied for a period between

1400 and 1800 AD, roughly 400 years. Cathlapotle was occupied until at least until

1830, well into the historic period dominated by the Hudson's Bay Company and the

fur tade. The shift in preference from blue beads almost exclusively to blue and

white beads, probably took place between 1810 and 1830 according to the historic

record. In addition, Meier was occupied and abandoned before the founding of Fort

Vancouver. While the Cathlapotle bead assemblage seems to correspond to the bead

stock available at Fort Vancouver from 1829-1860 (Ross 1990), the Meier assemblage

does not. The beads that are present at all three sites, Cathlapotle, Meier and Fort

Vancouver, are likely varieties that were being traded into the region from the late

1700s onward. The beads in the Meier assemblage were probably obtained from trade

with coastal peoples along with olivell4 dentalium, steatite, argillite and other non-

local materials. Trade with early European fur trading establishments such as the

Norttrwest Company and Fort Astoriq later renamed Fort George by the British, are

also good possibilities. Given the proximity of Fort Astoria/George to the Meier site,

it is the most probable source for the beads recovered there. Since little is known

about the trade stock carried at Fort George, the Meier assemblage may be very

informative if such a connection between the two sites can be definitivelv made.
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Summary

The classification of the bead assemblages from Meier and Cathlapotle will

facilitate spatial and statistical analysis of bead densities at both sites. It is diffrcult to

match excavated beads with those described in historic documents. The grouping of

characteristics within the classification system enables inferences to be drawn about

which types of excavated beads correspond to beads in the historic record. For

example, the color and sizes of the recovered FOVA 2002type beads from Meier and

Cathlapotle may identi$ these beads as the historic "China" or "Canton" beads.

From there, inferences can be drawn about glass beads as a wealth and prestige items

if the densities of bead types are found to vary spatially within the plankhouses and

their associated activity areas at the study sites. Chapter 5 describes the methods

used to identifr any pattems in the spatial variation of bead types at Meier and

Cathlapotle.
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Chapter 5

Analytical Methods

There are many methods for determining the significance of inha-site artifact

distibutions. I have determined that analyzing the differences between bead densities,

rather than raw bead counts in facilities and in architecturally compartmentalized areas

to be the most useful. This is based on the hypothesis that differentially ranked

individuals would have lived in different houses as well as different areas of a single

house and would have possessed different types and amounts of beads. In Chapter 3,

I attempted to draw a correlation between beads, wealth and prestige as they pertained

to status by examining ethnographic and ethnohistoric accounts from the fur tade era.

If beads were indeed equated with wealth and prestige, not only in a monetary sense,

but also in a social sense, then I expect that this will be revealed in the archaeological

record.

Expectations

This study seeks to draw inferences about different bead types as prestige

items from differential spatial distibution. From the historic record, it is impossible to

delineate exactly which varieties of beads were the more valued. Bead researchers

@oss 1990, Quimby 1966, Woodward 1965) disagree on what bead variety was

actually the tia comshuch the "chiefs bead" so desired by the Chinook. We can

extapolate from historic documents that the tia comshucfrwas blue, spherical and
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possibly imported from China. A more general inference for the purpose of this

analysis is that blue beads were the most desired and valued in the fur trade period,

followed by a secondary preference for white beads. Thus, we should expect the

highest densities of blue and white beads to be found in areas occupied by high-

ranking individuals. These individuals would have differential ranking and access to

valued European trade items and would also possess higher numbers of those items.

The ethnographic and ethnohistoric record indicates that glass beads were

considered wealth and prestige items by the Chinookan peoples of the Lower

Columbia River. This should be supported in the archaeological record by differential

bead densities in different areas of the plankhouse. This part of the hypothesis will be

tested by computing densities of beads along the plankhouse axis taking into account

both arbihary and architectural divisions.

Excavation Units Selected for Analysis

In order to begin the analysis, I had to choose analytical units at both sites.

Analytical units are excavation units chosen for this study based on certain criteria.

Analytical units were primarily chosen if they contained beads. Secondly, I chose

units based on their position within the plankhouse walls and in relationship to

associated activity areas such as middens and yards. I excluded excavation units that

contained no beads. My reasoning for this is that I was interested in differential bead

density in different areas of the house. Figures 7 and 8 show the position of the

analyical units at Cathlapotle. A single 1 x 4 m unit from House I and trvo I x 4 m
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units from House 4 were excluded from the study. At Meier, a single I x I m unit

from within the plankhouse was excluded. All excluded units were adjacent to units

that contained beads. Since unit boundaries are arbitrary divisions based on

archaeological sampling methods, I felt that the units with beads that were adjacent to

the excluded units were representative of the immediate area. In addition, since only

forty-nine beads total were recovered from the Meier site and all but four of those

were recovered from within the plankhouse, I determined that the exclusion of a single

unit from within the plankhouse would not have a deleterious effect on the study.

Most of the excavation units from within the plankhouses at both sites were

chosen for analysis. At Cathlapotle, I selected analytical units only from House 1 and

House 4 depressions. These two depressions had been the most intensively sampled

archaeologically.

After the analytical units from each site had been selected, each unit was

assigned a letter code so they could be easily referred to. The units were further coded

as to facility type. Facility types are activity and/or architectural areas. Figures 7 and

8 show analytical units at the Cathlapotle site with their letter codes while Table ll

places these units into the assigned facilities. X'igure 10 shows analytical units chosen

from the Meier site and Table 12 shows their facility assignments. Facilities

assignments at both sites are discussed in the next section.
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Facilities and Unit Assignments at Cathlapotle and Meier Sites

Excavation units at both sites were assigned specific facility types by Kenneth

Ames and Cameron Smith based on excavation field notes and featwe forms (Ames et

aI.2000). Facilities are defined as activity areas that denote specific human behaviors.

For example, hearttr facilities often include evidence of food processing and cleaning

activities. These activities are hypothesized to have been performed by different ranks

of individuals within the household (Ames etal. 1992, Smith 1995, Wolf 1994). The

disfibution of beads in these areas can be used to draw inferences about both the

ranking of the people who used and occupied these areas, and about site forrration

processes. Secondly, analytical units were chosen based on both arbitrary and

architectural separations. At Cathlapotle, House I is divided into four compartrnents.

This division is evidenced in the archaeological record by the presence of wall

features. These compartments are designated from north to south as House la, lb, lc,

ld (see Figure 8). House la, has not been excavated.

House 4 was not compartmentalized. For the purpose of analysis, the house

was arbifarily divided in half to test for distribution differences between the north and

south. In order to compare north side to south side distibutions, the north half was

designated 4n and the south half 4s.

Meier Facilities

The following are descriptions of facilities defined at Meier and used as

analytical features in this study. Figure 10 is a depiction of the Meier site plankhouse
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plan specifically, but will serve as a general reference for the Northwest Coast

plankhouse architectural features discussed in this study.

Bench

The bench is defined as "the earthen surface below the wooden platforms

along the house walls (Ames et al., 1992:281). Archaeologically, small plank and

post-molds are apparent in the hardened earth surface. Ethnographically, benches

were described as being l-2 m wide and were used as sleeping areas with storage areas

undemeath the planked platforms. The bench areas at Meier differ from those at

Cathlapotle in that they were not much used for the under-area storage. The Meier

plankhouse has distinctive pit features within the central corridor. These pits were

used for storage and refuse disposal underneath the plank flooring in the center of the

house, between the benches on either side.

Cellar

The pits, or cellar along the cental conidor of the house appear to have been

excavated and re-excavated numerous times as evidenced by over-lapping pit features

(Ames etal.1992:282). T\e pits contain animal bone, ash, plant remains, thermal

rock and large artifacts. Smith (1995:95) states that the cellar facilities at Meier can

be looked at as storage and refuse facilities although the behavior that separated these

two activities is unknown at this time.
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Hearth/Periphery

This facility is defined as the hearttr area itself as well as its immediately

adjacent areas. Heartlr/Periphery facilities are characteized, archaeologically by

thermal roclg charcoal and ash. Ethnographically, the hearth zone, characterized by

hearttt box features, ran along the cenfial part of the house. The number of hearth

features probably depended upon the size of the house as well the number of nuclear

families inhabiting it.

Exterior

The exterior or "yard" at Meier is defined as areas that "are neither parts of the

house nor of the midden" (Ames etal.1992:284). The yard deposits at Meier contain

cone-shaped pits and architectural features such as plank and post molds. These are

hypothesized to relate to smaller structures associated with the larger plankhouse.

They may also relate to activity areas such as those used for nut processing and fish-

drying. This area is probably most similar to the faciltty defined as Sheet Midden at

Cathlapotle which is discussed in the next section. The structural features are similar

to those in the Deep Unit at Cathlapotle which will be described shortly.

Midden

Like the Cathlapotle lobe middens, the midden at Meier represents intentional

dumping of secondary refuse. It contains overlapping shallow pits on top of a silt-clay

base. There is a high density of thermal rock, charcoal, faunal lsrnains and ash
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probably representing multiple hearth cleaning episodes. There is a high density of

artifacts in the midden zone.

North, Central and South Areas

The NortlU Cental and South designations are arbitary rather than being

based on architectural features. Smith (Smith 1995:21) hypothesized that "the length

of the house was used to physically and cognitively segregate peer groups of differing

social status". The Meier plankhouse has been divided into l0 meter analytical units

representing the north, cental and south areas. These areas were used by Smith

(1995) to compare material correlates of production behavior within the plankhouse.

In this study they will be used to compare bead density hypothesized to represent

deposition by differing ranks of people while engaged in production behavior.

Cathlapotle Facilities

The following are descriptions of Cathlapotle facilities defined for use in this

study. They differ from the Meier facilities in that several units are combinations of

facilities types.

Bench or Bench/Cellar @ or BC)

The Bench or Bench/Cellar facility at Cathlapotle differs from the Bench and

Cellar facilities at Meier in that there is not a clear designation between storage and

sleeping areas. The cellar facilrty at Meier consists of rows of pits between the Bench
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and Hearttr/Periphery facilities taversing the long axis at the center of the plankhouse.

The Benctr/Cellar facility at Cathlapotle consists of bench areas with overlapping

storage pits rather than a separate bench area with a cental cellar. The exceptions to

the Bench/Cellar facility occur in House 4, Unit LL, which is defined only as Bench

because of the lack of storage pits. Similarly, Unit FF is defined as WalllBench owing

to the inclusion of wall tenches, corner posts and one area that contained a bench

feature.

Wall (W)

Wall facitities at Cathlapotle contained wall tench features and sometimes

other architectural features such as post molds. This is a purely architectural facility

rather than an activity area.

WalUBench/Cellar (WBC)

This facility is a combination of Wall, and Bench/Cellar features.

Hearth/Periphery

Hearth facilities at Cathlapotle occupy the central portions of House I and

House 4. Figure 7 shows the approximate locations of hearths within the House l.

The Heath/Periphery facility consists of the hearth area itself and its immediate

periphery. At Cathlapotle, hearttrs were characteizedby orange and gray ash, high

charcoal content, thermal rock and sometimes calcined bone fragments. A hearth
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complex located in House ld is indicated by intentional basin consfruction. The

hearttt basin was lined with fine grayish river sand. While a cenhal hearth feature was

excavated in House 4 n 1996, it was built on the ground surface rather than being

built in a hearth bowl similar to those in House 4 (Ames et al 1999). The unit

encompassing the hearttr feature in House 4 contained only possible melted glass

beads and was therefore was not chosen as an analytical unit.

Toft

Toft is an additional facility not present at Meier. Toft refers to midden or

frash resting against house walls. Units were only designated as Toft when this

deposition was visible in the profiles (Ames et al. 2000).

Lobe Midden

Lobe middens are secondary refuse aggregates as indicated by areas of

intentional refuse dumping. There are lobe middens between House I and House 2

(Figure 6) as well as between House 5 and 6. The lobe midden units at Cathlapotle

constitute episodes of house construction or rebuilding, as well as household refuse

disposal.

Sheet Midden

Sheet Midden or sheet trash is considered exterior to the houses. Rather than

being compact areas of intentional dumping, sheet middens are debris fields or yard
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and activity areas surounding the house features. Sheet midden can be defined as a

"low-density scatter of secondary refuse" (Wilson 1994:M). They were probably

formed by both random dumping events constituting household maintenance activities

and non-cultural formation processes such as flooding. Some sheet midden units

include pole and peg mold features that may be indicative of drying racks. Other sheet

midden units include small rock oven features.

Bem (BR)

Berm is defined as a linear feature extending north to south between Long

Meadow and the easternmost row of houses (Ames et al. 1999:41). The berm was

most likely formed by natural flooding episodes althoWh house depressions are cut

into its west side indicating that it was partially formed by building activities (see

Figure 6).

Bench/Cellar/Ilearth/?eriphery (BCIIP)

This is a mixed context facilrty combining partial areas of Bench/Cellar with

HearthlPeriphery.

Center (C)

One unit in House lc, Unit E,lacked any other activity or architectural

features. Since it was a cental unit within the house, it was designated as Center.
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Deep Unit @U)

The Deep Unit is defined as sheet midden, yard and exterior in terms of an

activity area but will be analyzed separately from the other facilities. The reason for

this is that the sediments and cultural sequences in this unit are so complex that it does

not fit into a single facility classification. This unit, Unit MM (Figure 8) is located

slightly to the west of House 2 and south of House 4. The Deep Unit contains deposits

from 3.8 m ASL to the surface that are typical of sheet midden deposits throughout the

site. Below 3.8 m ASL, the unit contains beach sediments and cultual materials. It

also contains evidence of large weight bearing post, pits, small hearths and numerous

prehistoric and historic artifacts. This unit contains the highest density of glass beads

within the site. The presence of glass beads begins at level 8, approximately 7.6-8.8 m

ASL. The Deep Unit was excavated to Level 19, approximately 3-2.9 m ASL.

Analytical Bead Assemblage and Varieties

The analytical bead assemblage from Cathlapotle comprised 599 glass beads

from the selected excavation units. As previously stated, some units that contained

beads were not selected for this study because they were not located or associated with

House I and House 4. One hundred and five glass beads were excluded from the L,t l''i

analytical assemblage although the complete 704 glass bead assemblage is described

in Chapter 4. All 68 varieties of beads are represented within the analytical

assemblage. The highest percentage of beads are blue followed by white. During the

early 1800s, blue beads were the preferred color within the Lower Columbia region.
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White beads were a secondary color preference (Coues 1897). The analytical bead

assemblage from the Meier site contains 44 beads excluding those recovered from the

Meier plow-zone. The highest color percentages of beads at Meier are blue beads,

followed by white.

Bead densities were calculated by dividing the raw number of beads for each

analytical area by the excavation volume (mt) . Table 13 shows the number and

densities of beads in both sites as well as in the plankhouses and facility areas. The

decision to convert raw bead counts to densities was made for consistency between the

two study sites as well as previous studies (Banach in progress, Smith 1995).

Converting raw counts to densities controlled for discrepancies in excavation volume

between analytical units. A scatterplot of total bead counts to excavation volume

reveals that there is no correlation between the number of beads recovered and the

volume excavated (Figure 11). This lack of conelation is also present in the Meier

data. The lack of correlation between excavation volume and raw bead counts is

expected at the Meier site because only forty-nine glass beads were recovered. At

Cathlapotle, 704 glass beads were recovered. The density of prehistoric artifact

classes tended to increase with volume excavated. Glass beads were the most

common historic artifact class at the site. However, the majority of beads were

recovered within 70 cm. of the surface. Excavations at the site often extended 2-4 m

below that elevation. This produced matrix where beads were either totally absent or

present only in very small numbers. Therefore, the number of beads sometimes

increased, decreased or remained constant with excavation volume. This is an
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inherent complication of working with the density of historic artifacts in protohistoric

sites. ln these sites, historic artifacts are usually recovered from higher stata.

Working with 68 different bead varieties had the potential to be confusing and

counterproductive. As the number of beads within a site increases, it is likely that the

value of a single bead decreases. Beads were not usually traded singly and cases of

tade for a single bead within the historic record are usually the exception. Since the

focus of the study was in looking at trends within and between each plankhouse, I

made the decision to collapse bead varieties into fewer categories. I did this by

choosing bead varieties within the study assemblage that were represented by ten or

more specimens. I then collapsed or combined the varieties that were visually similar

creating five new varieties.

Kl (n:218) is a combination of three varieties, CAT 1, FOVA 1003, and

FOVA 1040. As discussed in Chapter 4, these varieties are visually similar. They

are small opaque white beads, 3-5 mm in size.

K2 (n:148) contains all bead varieties that are spherical, blue and 5-10 mm in

size. Attributes such as diaphaneity and chroma value were ignored for this analytical

variety. The justification for this is that beyond characteristics such as "blue" *white"

"small" "large" and "round", it is difficult to equate archaeological bead types with

those mentioned in the historic record. This new variety has the added benefit of

containing FOVA 2002, the variety most likely to be the tia comshuft or "Chief s

Bead" mentioned in historic documents.
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K3 (n:18) is composed of a single FOVA variety. FOVA 1038 is the

Cornaline d' Allepo bead made up of a brick-red outer layer and green core.

K4 (n:65) is also composed of a single FOVA variety. FOVA 1063 is

composed of blue beads usually 3-4 mm in size although there is some size variation.

K5 (n:150) consists of all other bead varieties in the analytical assemblage

with less than ten specimens. This includes all colors, blue, green, red, yellow etc. and

all decorated beads. Decorated beads rarely occurred in numbers greater than five.

In conjunction with simpliffing the density analysis of bead varieties, the creation of

new bead types facilitates color distribution analysis within the site. Higher densities

of blue beads should be found in areas occupied by high-ranking individuals. Two of

the new bead varieties, K2 and K4, consist entirely of blue beads. The Kl type

consists entirely of white beads. K3 consists of red and green beads the Cornaline d'

Allepo beads that Woodward (1965) stated were a popular and valued bead along the

Lower Columbia River. K5 is comprised of beads of all colors including multi-

colored and decorated beads as well as the majority of non-FOVA varieties. The

majority of these non-FOVA variety beads occurred in single specimens.

While I hypothesizedtlnthigh densities of common bead varieties would be

the most reliable indicator of bead value as prestige items, rarity is often used as a

indicator of value. It was possible that K5 type bead distribution was the most

important value indicator as this type consisted of rare bead varieties. To examine the

validity of this possibility, I ran a boxplot with variety (the number of bead varieties)

as one variable and with Context (House l, House 4, Lobe Midden, Sheet Midden) as
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the other. In Figure 12,I included the Deep Unit as part of the Sheet Midden facility.

In tr'igure 13,I excluded the Deep Unit as part of the Sheet Midden but listed it as a

separate facility. In Figure 12, the sheet midden context contains the most bead

varieties with an outlier extending to over 20 varieties. This outlier is driven by the

Deep Unit which contained 2l different varieties, approximately 3lo/o of the total

varieties within the site. In Figure 13, the plots for House l, House 4 and the Lobe

Middens have not changed but the plot for Sheet Midden has been altered to reflect a

Sheet Midden facility with sixteen varieties. The Deep Unit contains twenty-one

varieties. Items of importance and value would be more likely recovered from within

the boundaries of houses and not within lobe or sheet middens. I concluded that rarity

is not an indicator of value at the Cathlapotle site. The most varieties were recovered

from the Deep Unit located outside the plankhouses. As discussed previously in the

definition of facilities, the Deep Unit is anomalous in terms of stratigraphy and

content. The Deep Unit appears to be a secondary refuse aggregate that contains

architectural features. Most of the beads recovered from this unit would have been

considered expensive by European standards. The majoriry are in good condition and

unbroken. Valued beads would have been more likely to have been recovered from

within the plankhouses. The recovery of many varieties consisting of few specimens

as well as multi-colored and decorated beads from the Deep Unit is unexplained. It

may however reflect a preference for plain, unadorned beads.
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Visual Examination and Tests of Significance

The purpose of this study is to infer the value of glass beads as wealth and

prestige markers by correlating the distribution of glass beads with social stratification

within the archaeological record. To accomplish this, I looked for an uneven

distribution of beads within each study site. Visual inspection of bead density, shown

in Table 13, and in Figures 14-25 indicates some areas of uneven distribution within

both sites. This trend is not necessarily reflected in the distribution of analytical bead

types. The next sections discuss the distributions of glass beads and the chi-square

tests of significance used to evaluate uneven distributions. Results of these tests will

be presented in Chapter 6.

Chi-Square Tests of Signilicance

To determine if observed differences were statistically significant, I generated

a series of chi-square tests of significance. Only raw counts rather than densities can

be used in chi-square tests. I derived expected values based on the average density of

all excavation units and the total number of beads at Cathlapotle assuming an even

distribution between analytical units. Chi-square testing also requires that the number

used be gteater than or equal to five (Drennan 1996). This requirement did not present

a problem at the Cathlapotle site where all analytical units contained greater than five

beads. However, I was unable to use a standard chi-square test to analyze excavation

units at Meier since no units contained five or more beads per m3. For the Meier site, I
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used the Keith Kintigh's (1998) method of chi-square testing which allows data of less

then five to be used.

Running chi-square tests with expected values derived from the average

density from each site separately did not prove useful. An alternate approach to

generating expected values wtts suggested by K. Ames (pers. comm.). This second

approach involved calculating the pooled mean bead density for all excavation units

and all beads at Meier and Cathlapotle together and using this figure to generate

expected values. Expected values were generated in this way for the Cathlapotle site

and each facility area within that site. A second set of chi-square tests was run. The

second set of chi-square tests in which the numbers expected were derived from

pooled Cathlapotle and Meier site densities, did yield some significant results. These

results will be discussed in Chapter 6.
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Results of Significance Testing and Analysis of Bead Distribution

Significance tests evaluate the likelihood that observed differences in data are

simply a result of random processes. For this study, observed differences in the

distribution of glass beads are compared to distributions that might be expected if the

observed densities were generated by chance alone. The observed differences and the

results of significance testing are discussed below.

Observed Differences in Glass Bead Distribution

Visual examinations of glass bead distributions at the Meier and Cathlapotle

sites display some general trends. To better visualize and illustrate these trends, I

plotted the glass bead density of each analytical unit on a map of each plankhouse.

The densities were then coded by color and pattern. Analytical units coded with

patterns represent areas of low density that contain three or less beads per cubic meter.

Solid colored areas contain greater than three to greater than 10 beads per cubic meter.

This mapping was done for both House I and House 4 atthe Cathlapotle site (Figure

l+25). Mapping densities in this way for the Meier site was not productive in a visual

!€ns€. Since all analytical units at Meier contained less than one bead per m3, plotting

$cse densities on a map produced identical patterning in each unit across the

;{ankhouse. To determine areas of uneven distribution at Meier, I examined the

lrrsities displayed in Table 13.
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the Cathlapotle site. ln general, bead density is higher in the southern area of each

plankhouse. At the Meier site, bead density is slightly higher by .2 beads per m3 in the

southern portion of the plankhouse. There are .48 beads per m3 in the north and .51

beads per m3 in the south. ln House 1 at Cathlapotle, bead density seems to increase

in analytical units containing hearths. There is a high density cluster (>5-10 beads per

m3) in House ld in the area of two small hearths.

The density of all glass beads at both sites is higher in the interior of the

plankhouse than on the exterior in middens and yards. This was expected if glass

beads were indeed wealth and prestige items as suggested by the ethnohistoric record.

This finding also supports the hypothesis that beads were items of value and not

routinely disposed of.

I next looked for uneven disfiibutions in analytical bead types throughout the

three plankhouses. The majority of analytical bead varieties display a consistent low-

density scatter across the plankhouses (Figures 14-25). There are some exceptions to

this. Kl type beads have a higher density in House ld. While the density of K3 type

beads is low to nonexistent throughout House l, there are more K3 type beads present

in Hearth/Periphery facilities in House lb and lc in the northern portion of House l.

In House ld, K3 type beads are present in Wall facilities and the Sheet Midden to the

west of the house. House 4 displays a relatively even density of K5 type beads, l-3

beads per m3, across the plankhouse. With the exception of Kl type beads, the Meier

plankhouse contains an even distribution of analytical bead densities in the northern

portion of the house. K2,K3, K4 and K5 type beads are evenly distributed at.l2
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beads per m3 for each analytical bead type in the north. I(2 and K5 type beads are

denser in the center of the Meier plankhouse than in either the North or South areas.

In terms of bead density in facilities af,eas, beads are denser in the

Hearth/Periphery facility at the Meier site than in any of the other facilities. The

Hearttr/Periphery facility contains .83 bead per m', the Cellar facility .24 beads per m'

and the Bench facility .05 beads per m'. At Cathlapotle, the highest density of beads

was found to be in the Wall facility at 5.24 beads per m3. This was followed by the

Bench facility which contained 4.14 beads per m3 and a combination of Bench/Cellar

facilities that contained 4.00 beads per m3. The Hearth/Periphery facility at

Cathlapotle contained only 2.92 beads per mt.

Analytical bead types at the Meier site appear to follow the general distribution

of beads at Meier with the highest density of all analytical bead types found within the

Heartlr/Periphery and Cellar facilities. At Cathlapotle, analytical bead types also show

the same density distibution displayed by beads in general. The density of analytical

bead types is higher in the Wall and Bench/Cellar facilities. There were no K2 or K3

types in the Lobe Midden or Toft facilities. K2 and K3 type beads also display very

low densities in the Center facilitv.

General Trends

While the bead distributions discussed above do not display very robust

patterning in terms of uneven densities at either study site, there seem to be some

general trends in evidence:
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1) Glass bead density is higher within plankhouse walls than in exterior units at

either site.

2) Glass bead density is higher in the southern portions of all plankhouses than

in the north or center areas.

3) All glass beads are denser in HeartMPeriphery facilities at the Meier site.

Glass beads are most dense in the Wall and Bench/Cellar facilities at Cathlapotle.

4) Analytical bead types display relatively little difference in distributions

across the study sites. The exception to this is Kl type beads in House ld at

Cathlapotle.

In order to answer questions concerning bead distribution between and within

sites and to see if the apparent trends delineated above were statistically significant, a

series of chi-square tests was generated. While pooling the total excavation volumes

and number of beads from both sites to derive expected values produced some

significant results, there were many insignificant results as well. In the next section,

only the significant chi-square tests will be discussed. Significant results from both

\{eier and Cathlapotle sites are displayed in Tables 4 to 8. These tables are located at

the end of the chapter.

Tests of Significance for Obsened Differences between Study Sites

Table 13 displays the density of glass beads at each site. The density of beads

r dre Meier site is .32per m3, while at Cathlapotle the density is 3.11 per m3. A chi-

.-i-Jare test was run to see if this discrepancy was statistically significant. The result
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appears in Table 4, Test l. The chi-square or x2 value is significant at both the .05

and .01 probability levels. The bead density is significantly uneven between the two

sites. This result was expected and the explanations for it are obvious. The Meier site

is much smaller and contains only a single plankhouse whereas the Cathlapotle site

contains at least six house depressions. Fewer people occupied the Meier site for a

shorter length of time. It is estimated that the Meier plankhouse may have contained

8-11 nuclear families and their slaves (Ames etal.1992). The Meier site was

occupied for approximately 400 years and abandoned circa 1800. The Cathlapotle site

was occupied for at least 500 years, a length of time that extended further into the

historic period probably until at least 1830. Cathlapotle was a viable village with a

high population estimate at 900 people when the first site of Fort Vancouver was

established in 1824 (Hajda 1984). The close proximity and access to glass beads and

other European trade items at Fort Vancouver likely had a profound influence on the

number and types of glass beads that entered the Cathlapotle site. The significant chi-

sqwre result, while having little to do with addressing the value of glass beads at

either site, is important in terms of site comparison.

Table 4, Test 2, displays the results of a chi-square test generated to see if bead

densities were unevenly distributed between the three plankhouses in the study.

Again, a significant result was anticipated, as the difference in densities between the

three plankhouses was so large. The test was run to illustrate this difference. The

significant result can again be explained by occupation chronology.
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Significance Tests of Observed Differences in Bead Density between Analytical
Areas

Significance tests were generated to test the differences in bead distribution

between areas within each plankhouse. In review, the Meier site plankhouse was

arbitrarily divided into l0 m areas designated North, Central and South (Smith 1995).

House I at cathlapotle was compartmentalizedby wall features. The

compartrnentalized areas were designated from north to south as lb, lc and |d.

Cathlapotle House 4 was arbitrarily divided into north and south halves designated 4n

and 4s.

At Cathlapotle, differences in bead distribution in House I areas were not

significant. There was a significant result for observed differences in House 4 (Table

4, Test 4). There are more beads than expected in the south half of House 4. At

Meier, a chi-square test was run using Keith Kintagh's (1998) method for significance

testing of data with small numbers. This method allows for the use of whole numbers

less than five. Density figures at Meier for all analytical units were <l bead per m3.

Chi-square tests of significance at Meier use raw numbers rather than densities. Table

5, Test I shows that beads are significantly unevenly distributed between the North,

Central and South areas of the plankhouse. Although the number of beads does not

vary greatly from what was expected in the north, there are significantly fewer beads

than expected in the Center and South. Table 6 displays the observed and expected

figures and the differences between the two. Differences between observed and
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expected numbers that represent fewer beads present than expected are denoted by

brackets {}.

Significance Tests of Obsened Differences in Bead Density between Plankhouses
at Cathlapotle

The next chi-square test was generated to test for uneven distribution of beads

between House I and House 4 at Cathlapotle. Table 13 shows that there is a higher

density of beads in House I than in House 4. House t has a glass bead density of 3.86

beads per m3 and House 4 contains a density of 2.62 beads per m3. This difference is

significant at both .05 and .01 probabilities (Table 4 Test 3). There are more beads

than expected in House 1 and significantly fewer than expected in House 4. This

result may be related to plankhouse size. House 4 is smaller than House I and likely

housed fewer families. Fewer people inhabiting the house may equate with fewer

beads deposited in the archaeological record. Since this study is concemed with the

social value of glass beads, an alternative inference might be that House 4 was

occupied by individuals of lower rank and prestige than those inhabiting House l.

Hajda (1984) states that villages were often composed of chiefs and their collateral

kin. Those closely related to the village chief may have lived in the same house as the

chief. Those individuals more distantly related may have inhabited surrounding

houses. Given this hypothesis, the alternative inference might be that the smaller

House 4 was occupied by a less closely related relative of the village chief.
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Tests of Significance for Observed Differences in Bead Density by Facility Types

Facility type designations were discussed in depth in Chapter 5. In brief,

facility designations are given to activity and/or architectural areas at each site. If

beads were wealth and prestige items and different ranks of individuals were involved

in different production activities within the plankhouse, dissimilar densities of beads

should be present in activity areas.

The results in Table 5, Test 2 for the Meier site show that there are

significantly more beads than expected in the Hearthi?eriphery facility and fewer than

expected in the Bench, Cellar and Exterior facilities. The differences between

observed and expected numbers for Meier facilities are displayed in Table 6. There

are no significant results for differences in facilities at the Cathlapotle site.

Tests of Significance for Obsened Differences in Analytical Bead Types in both
Sites

Observed differences in analytical bead type distribution were tested in both

sites. Table 5, Test 3 shows the results of the significance testing at the Meier site.

While beads were unevenly disfributed by analytical type in the North, Central and

South areas of the plankhouse, they were not significantly unevenly distributed by

facilities. Table 7 shows the differences in observed and expected numbers of

analytical types in Meier facilities. There are more Kl types than expected in the

North and fewer than expected in the Central and South areas. There are fewer K2

type beads than expected in the North, many more than expected in the Center and

fewer than expected in the South area. K3 type beads are slightly higher than
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expected in the North, fewer in the Center and much less than expected in the South.

K4 type beads are higher in number than expected in the North and fewer than

expected in the Center and South areas. K5 type beads are fewer than expected in the

North and Center and approximately equal to what was expected in the South.

Chi-square testing of the densities of analytical bead types at Cathlapotle

indicates that only Kl type beads are significantly unevenly distributed. There are

higher densities of Kl type beads in House I than in House 4. In House 4, there are

higher densities of Kl type beads than expected in 4s than in 4n. The last two

significant results for Cathlapotle reflect the significant results for all beads in general.

All beads were significantly unevenly distributed between House I and House 4 and

again between the north and south halves of House 4 designated 4n and 4s. Kl beads

comprise the highest number of analytical beads (n:218). To determine if the

significant chi-square results were being driven by this particular analytical bead

variety, a third set of chi-square tests were run for Cathlapotle House 1 and House 4.

The expected values for this third set of significance tests was derived from bead

densities exclusive of Kl type beads. The chi-square test generated with Kl type

beads excluded produced no significant results. The distributions of beads between

House 1 and House 4 and between areas in House 4 are not significantly uneven. Chi-

sqwre tests using the densities of all beads had been significant previously. It is clear

now that those significant results had been driven by a single analytical bead variety,

K l .
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Analyses

In this section, the results presented above and in the tables at the end of this

chapter are discussed in the context of the formal hypothesis. Are the glass bead

distributions displayed in Figures UaS along with the results of the significance tests

enough evidence to conclude that glass beads were wealth and prestige items along the

Columbia River during the fur trade period 1790-1850?

Ames etal. (1992) have suggested that the plankhouse would have been

segregated into living sections by the status and ranking of the occupants. Elites

would have occupied the northern end of the house with commoners occupying the

center and slaves in the south. Wolf (1994), Smith (1995) and Davis (1998) found that

there were some spatial differences in the distribution of lithic and bone tools and

groundstone items within the Meier plankhouse. However, these differences could not

be associated solely with social distinctions such status and ranking or even with

different types of production behavior. In terms of the analysis of glass bead

distributions at Cathlapotle and Meier, the Meier site is the more interesting. There

are significant uneven distributions of beads between the North, Central and South

areas. The Central area contains the lowest distribution of beads. This area is

h1'pothesized have been occupied by commoners. The North and South areas have a

virtually even distribution. If elites occupying the north portion of the house had

differential access to glass beads, the almost equivalent density of beads in the south

might be a result of slaves performing the tasks of beading garments and stringing

beads. The analysis of glass bead distribution by facility at Meier shows that the
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highest numbers of beads are in the Hearttr/Periphery facility. Hearth areas within

plankhouses were dynamic spaces subject to regular use and cleaning. Beads found in

the Hearth/Periphery facility are likely items lost during use in this area. The low

number of glass beads in the Cellar facility of the plankhouse may indicate that beads

were not being stored or discarded. The beads recovered from the cellar were most

likely lost through cracks in the plankhouse floor. Glass beads recovered from the

Bench facility at Meier may suggest that beads or beaded articles were stored in these

areas. While analytical bead types display significant uneven distribution at Meier,

these results tell us little about which type of bead was the most valued. What can be

infened from the range of bead colors recovered from Meier is that blue beads were

the most popular in the early contact period. Interestingly enough, the highest

numbers of blue beads were recovered from the Central area of the plankhouse. This

includes analytical l{2type beads which at the Meier site are composed almost

entirely of FOVA 2002, the "chiefs bead". The Center area also contains the highest

number of K5 type beads, the majority of which are blue. This does not fit the

expected distribution pattern that was hypothesized at the beginning of this thesis that

elites occupied the north end of the plankhouse with commoners and slaves in the

c€nter and south respectively. Nor does it support ethnographic evidence that blue

beads were the most valued. If the plankhouse at Meier was segregated by the rank of

the individuals who lived there then the highest number of blue beads should have

been recovered from the north end and the lowest number recovered from the south.

lf we assume that the distribution of beads reflects ranking differences within the
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Meier plankhouse, then the gradient would have to be reversed with elites occupying

the southern to central areas of the house. This pattern of high densities of glass beads

found in the south end of the plankhouse is repeated in both House I and House 4 at

Cathlapotle.

Is there archaeological evidence for glass beads as wealth items at the

Cathlapotle site? According to the ethnohistoric record, during 1800 to 1830 blue

beads were the most desired and valued. At Cathlapotle, blue beads are only slightly

more common than white beads. At Meier, the ratio of blue to white beads is

approximately l2:1. At Cathlapotle, the ratio of blue to white beads is l:1.2. In terms

of intra-site variation, both plankhouses have higher densities of beads in the south

than in the north. However, only House 4 has significantly more beads in the south

than is predicted by chance. Figure 16 and 17 show high density clusters of Kl and

K2 analytical bead types in two units in House 1. The cluster of Kl type beads in

House ld can be examined within the framework of site formation processes. The

cultural processes responsible for bead deposition with in the plankhouse usually

consist of the loss or abandonment of beads or strings of beads, beads shed from

damaged beaded garments or accessories, beads dropped or broken during the beading

process and beads cached or stored for future use (Clark 1996:144). There is no

evidence for the caching of beads at Cathlapotle. The cluster of Kl type beads is

likely the result of a single episode of deposition of either a beaded garment or

accessory. Kl type beads are more likely to be sewn on objects rather than strung.

The cluster of three to five l(2type beads (Figure 16) is probably the result of the loss
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of a sting of beads. With the exception of the two analytical bead types mentioned

above the Cathlapotle site displays a relatively homogenous low density of glass beads

across the site. Significant results of chi-square testing within the site can be

explained by the presence of Kl type beads which seem to be ubiquitous in all areas of

the site. The significant results can be negated by the removal of Kl type bead

densities.

In contrast to the ethnohistoric record then, the archaeological record at Meier

and Cathlapotle does not support the hypothesis that beads were wealth and prestige

items along the Lower Columbia River in the early to mid 1800s. Glass beads are

significantly unevenly distributed at the Meier site but the sample size is small and the

distribution does not match the predicted pattern along the axis of the plankhouse. At

Cathlapotle, glass beads appear to be randomly distributed across the two plankhouses

in the study. One piece of archaeological evidence that seems to support the

hypothesis that beads were wealth items is that beads are denser within the

plankhouses at both sites than on the exterior. As stated previously, valued items are

more likely to be recovered from within house walls than in surrounding exterior

areas. Glass beads are denser within plankhouse areas than in middens, yards, tofts or

berms. This suggests that beads were not being intentionally disposed of. The

exception to this is the Deep Unit at Cathlapotle located in the exterior area south of

House 4. The significance of this unit will be discussed in the section entitled Site

Formation Processes in the next chapter. The presence of beads in sheet middens
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and yards is likely a result of loss rather than discard as indicated by the low density of

beads in these areas.

It is clear that rather than supporting the historic record, archaeological

evidence for glass beads as wealth items along the Lower Columbia River is

contadictory. Can this apparent contradiction be reconciled? Since differences in

inter-site comparison appear to be driven by chronology, I explored temporal

differences in an affempt to answer this question. Chronology, site formation

processes and alternate uses for glass bead interpretation will be discussed in the next

chapter.
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Table 4 Results of ificant Chi-Square Tests for Cathlapotle 45CLl
Signi/icant Chi-
Ssuare Results

)(2 Critical Value @.05 Critical Value @.10 Degrees of
Freedom (dl)

l.Meier:Cathlaootle 362.32 3.84 2.71
2.Meier:Cath Houses 1s5.8 5.99 4.61 2
3.Cath Hl:H4 t6.& 3.84 2.71
4.Cath House 4 15.35 3.84 2.71
5. CathHl:H4 Kl 6.73 3.84 2.71 I
6.Cath House 4 Kl 9.67 3.84 2.71 I

Tests at the Meier Site 35CO5
Critical Value @.01

Table 6 Differences in Observed and Expected Numbers
Of All Beads in Meier Facilities

Area Observed Expected Dffirence

HN l8 7.3 10.7

Bench 6 12.4 16.41

Cellar l l l 5 {4}

Ext. 7 15.7 t8.7)

Table 7 DifTerences in Obsened and Expected Numbers
Of All Beads in Meier Analvtical Areas

Area Observed Expected Diference

North l6 t6.2 al
Central 2 9 UI

South 22 14.8 7.2



Table 8 Dilferences in Observed and Expected Numbers of Analytical Bead
in Meier Central and South Areas

o
KI

E
KI

D
KI

o
K2

E
K2

D
K2

o
K3

E
K3

D
K3

o
K4

E
K4

D
K4

o
K5

E
K5

D
K5

l 2 0.8 t.v2 4 5.3 {13} 4 3.2 0.8 4 2.4 1.6 4 6.1 12.rl
0 0.5 {05) 7 2.9 4.1 3 1.8 1.2 I t .4 t.4) 6 3.4 2.6

( 0 0.7 {0.7} 2 4.8 {2Jl I 3.0 t.2l 2.2 It.2l 5 5.5 0.5
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Chapter 7

Discussion and Conclusions

To attempt to reconcile the differences between the historic and archaeological

records, archaeological evidence for site chronology and site formation processes was

examined.

Site Chronolory

The abundance or paucity of glass beads at the two study sites is at least

partially linked to chronology. Protohistoric sites that have occupation periods that do

not endure far into the fur trade era will contain fewer beads. Occupation at the Meier

site likely continued through the first l0 to 20 years of the early historic period on the

Northwest Coast, approximately 1790-1810. The site was abandoned before the fur

tade reached its full potential on the Lower Columbia River. Moura (1991) states that

early sites with occupations that include the date range of l7g0-lgl0 will exhibit a

preponderance of lithic tools but few glass beads. "Adornments will mostly be shell,

bone, brass and copper ...." (1991:24). This characterizes the Meier site assemblage

well (see Figures I\[NI and OOI, Appendix B). The assemblage contains olivella

and dentalia shell ornaments as well as copper. There are few historic artifacts. The

dentalium is of low quality. The dentalia shells are no more than one or two

centimeters in length. Length is the measure by which dentalia shells were valued and

longer shells were the more valuable (Stearns 1887:316). The low incidence of glass
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beads within the site is likely reflective of its early occupation. The major fur tading

companies in the area were most active from l8l0 to 1870 (Mackie 1997). The glass

beads at the Meier site probably came from long-distance trade with peoples at the

mouth of the Columbia River and from limited contact with Europeans. As stated in

Chapter 4, some of the beads may have been carried as stock by Fort Astoria" or the

Pacific Fur Company. Unfortunately, there is no method to veri$ that the beads at the

Meier site came from either of those sources.

Cathlapotle is more representative of a site occupied for longer during the fur

trade period. The bulk of glass beads probably entered the site very rapidly after Fort

Vancouver was established in 1824. Seed beads are defined as those beads 2 mm and

under (Ross 1991, Moura 1991). Because of changes in manufacturing technologies,

seed beads do not become commonplace in either historic or protohistoric sites until

after 1826. There are only two seed beads in the Cathlapotle assemblage.

The simple explanation for the lack of differential bead distribution at

Cathlapotle is that glass beads simply became commonplace in a very short time

period. When prestige goods begin to become cornmon and easy to obtain, elites must

either replace them with other articles or somehow remove them from circulation.

According to Schulting (1995), one way to do this is to remove prestige goods from

circulation in the form of burial goods or through the willful destruction of the items.

Since we have no evidence from burials in the area of Cathlapotle, removal of beads in

the form of grave goods could not be ascertained. There is also no direct evidence for

the willful destruction of beads.
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In 1830, the Wapato Valley was struck by repeated episodes of malaria which

appeared in the area of Fort Vancouver (Boyd 1990). These epidemics continued until

1835 and devastated the local Chinook population. By this time, Cathlapotle appears

to have been abandoned. The devaluation of glass beads may have been a result of

their overabundance as well as the effects of malarial epidemics on indigenous

populations.

There is evidence (Swan 1857) that Cathlapotle was reoccupied in the 1840s

by a family of Cowlitz lndians. The two specimens of FOVA 2021 (Figur€ yV,

Appendix B) recovered from the site could not have been deposited there before 1840

and may be evidence of subsequent occupation and reuse of the site after its primary

abandonment circa I 830.

Site Formation Processes

Site formation processes may provide clues to the value of glass beads at each

site. As stated before, glass beads within the archaeological record at both sites are

generally found within the confines of plankhouse walls. While this in itself may not

indicate that beads were wealth items, it does appear to suggest that glass beads held

some value and were not being routinely disposed of in secondary refuse aggregates

such as middens or tofts.

There is a high density of beads in the Hearth/Periphery facility at Meier. At

Cathlapotle, densities of beads around the HeartMPeriphery may be indicative of the

disposal of secondary refuse in the context of floor sweepings. They may also be
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indicative of bead loss during use. The beads recovered from within the heanh

features at Cathlapotle are so melted that it is impossible to tell if they were whole or

broken when they were deposited. Broken beads were unlikely to be reused or

recycled and might very well have ended up as floor sweepings. Melted beads were

recovered from these Hearth/Periphery facilities at Cathlapotle (see Figure MMI,

Appendix B) in House I and House 4. Whether these melted beads are representative

of bead devaluation or the processes of loss and non-retrieval is not known. However,

no melted beads have been recovered from the Meier site. It is likely that the high

density of beads found in the Meier Hearth/Periphery area indicates that they were

being lost during use. At Cathlapotle, there is one incidence of high bead density in

the Hearth/Periphery in House I that can be linked to a single episode of deposition.

The glass beads recovered from the Meier HeartMPeriphery are different varieties and

sizes and may represent multiple episodes of bead stringing or the beading of garments

or accessories. If glass beads had begun to be devalued while the Cathlapotle site was

still occupied during 1820-1830, then glass beads deposited in the HeartMPeriphery as

floor sweepings may support this devaluation. In House l, complete unburned beads

are found in the same context with melted beads. In House 4, only melted beads are

found in the hearth area without other complete or identifiable beads. At Meier, no

melted beads were recovered. Floor sweepings may have contained broken or

unusable beads. Glass beads may have been devalued when they were broken but the

melted beads recovered cannot be identified as to variety or completeness.
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High densities of beads in bench and wall facilities suggest that beads are

lost items. Schiffer (1972) describes areas where items are easily lost but not easily

recovered from as "artifact traps". Bench, Cellar and Wall facilities probably fit the

definition of artifact taps. Additionally, there is no evidence for the caching of beads

for later use at Cathlapotle or at Meier. No caches suggest that beads are loss or debris

items.

The Deep Unit thus far has been treated as a separate facility. It is interesting

in terms of bead content. The beads from the Deep Unit are, for the most part,

complete and in good condition. This unit also contains the highest number of non-

FOVA bead varieties in the site. Ames et al. (1999:43) suggest that while the upper

70 cm of the Deep Unit are characteristic of sheet midden the unit may be overlying

the remnants of a buried house. How this might have affected the deposition of beads

and the number of unique bead types deposited in the Deep Unit is unknown. All of

the beads were recovered from within the upper 70 cm of the unit. The bead content

of the Deep Unit may be related to the occupation of House 4 or to the occupation of

an earlier structure in the area. At this point, the information from this unit is not yet

understood well enough to draw any inferences.

Site chronology offers some inferences to explain the lack of correlation

between the historic and archaeological records. Site formation processes may

support some of the inferences drawn by the examination of occupation chronologies

at the Meier and Cathlapotle sites but neither approach truly reconciles the

archaeological and historic record. While examining the historic record using the

archaeological distribution of glass beads did not prove conclusive, there are other
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uses for glass bead data from protohistoric sites that may yield other information. As

Spector (1976) and Moura (1991) have suggested, the interpretive potential of glass

beads has been underused. The next section discusses some ways in which glass

beads have been used as chronological indicators at the Meier and Cathlapotle sites.

The Interpretive Potential of Glass Beads: Contact and Chronolory

Glass beads from the Cathlapotle site have been used to delineate pre-contact

from contact strata within the site. This method should work at other protohistoric

sites as well. Glass beads and metal items should be among the earliest European

goods to enter a prehistoric site. The lowest level in which glass beads appear will

probably date closely to the time of European contact. At the Cathlapotle site, units

were excavated in arbitrary 10, 15 or 20 cm levels. Figure 5 shows the frequency of

historic artifacts by level in Unit M at Cathlapotle. Unit M is located in House ld and

contained the highest density of glass beads within that plankhouse. The lowest level

that glass beads appear in is Level 8 and from that point beads continue to be present

until Level 1. Levels 4, 5 and 6 appear to contain the bulk of the glass beads. A

radiocarbon date obtained from Level 5,5.49 m ASL, within this unit yielded a date

range of AD 172I-1785. It is likely that some glass beads and metal may have begun

entering the site before 1790 from trade with coastal peoples. It is worthwhile to note

that examination of the vertical distribution of glass beads produced no variation in

bead types over time. The dimension of time was defined by excavation level. There
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were so few beads present at Meier that it was difficult to compare types by level.

At Cathlapotle, glass beads were the ubiquitous historic artifact and rarely clustered by

type within any level. There are two exceptions to this. The first has already been

discussed in the section

45CL1 Historic Artifact Frequency

UNIT: N159-160M87-91
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Fryure 5 Bargraph of Historic Artifact Frequency Level in Unit M, Cathlapotle

entitled Site Formation Processes. Kl type beads, the analytical type composed of

FOVA 1040, FOVA 1003 and CAT I cluster in Level4 of Unit M, House 1. The

scond exception is a cluster of forty-eight I(2 type beads in Unit MM shown in

1510
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Figure 8. The second cluster wasi recovered from Levels 3 and 4 of the Deep Unit.

This cluster is composed solely of FOVA 2005 variety beads which are included as

part of the K2 analytical variety. Again, this is likely a case of the one time deposition

of a single string of homogenous beads.

The bargraph above is a useful method for separating pre contact from contact

stata at protohistoric sites. ln terms of dating sites using glass trade beads, I used the

following method of mean ceramic dating (South 1977). This method is often used in

historic sites to establish chronology. To date, I am unaware that anyone has applied

this method of dating to glass trade beads. Mean ceramic Dating or MCD is

discussed in the next section and applied to the glass bead assemblage from the Meier

and Cathlapotle sites.

Mean Ceramic Dating using Beads

South (1977) argues that artifact frequencies follow a predictable pattem.

Initially, they are rare, become common and then decline to be replaced by other

forms. This approach considers artifact traits in context with their frequency. At any

given time, an artifact assemblage is a mix of dif;ferent manufacturing dates. By

averaging the manufacturing dates for a given assemblage and adjusting this average

by frequency, a standard occupation date can be obtained. The more frequently

occurring types of artifacts will have a greater influence upon the final date. ln

essence, this means that the dates of low frequency artifacts will have less of an

impact on the mean calculated date of the site.
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The use of the mean ceramic dating oi UCO in the analysis of glass beads

has several advantages over impressionistic dating methods. First, it summarizes the

age of the deposit in a single date (Barber 1994:167). Secondly, it allows for the

higher

frequencies of certain bead types to have a greater effect on the overall date and the

intnrsive lower frequencies to have a lesser effect. There are drawbacks to this

method. An episode of deposition of a single bead type, a sning of beads for example,

can push the average date in the direction of the manufacture date of that particular

bead type. Another limitation is that bead specimens from very old varieties will have

a greater effect in a small sample. In a large sample, the effects of one or two early

beads will be overwhelmed by the large numbers of more common types. Bead

assemblages have often been dated by examining the entire assemblage and

pronouncing it either an early or later period collection @arby 1995). Using the mean

ccramic formula may offer the opportunity for more precise dating by taking into

onsideration the entire assemblage or only beads from a specific area in the site.

Despite the drawbacks, using the mean ceramic dating technique should also produce

r more precise and replicable date than impressionistic dating.

llahods for Mean Ceramic Dating Using Beads

The first step to calculating a date using the mean ceramic dating formula is to

frrmulate the median date for each bead type. The median manufacture date is the

niddle date of a range in which each bead type was manufactured. As Barber

t 1994:166) states when discussing the mean ceramic date "a median date is the date
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before which half the vessels of that type were manufactured and after which half

were manufactured." To calculate median manufacture dates for glass beads, the

chronological information from beads recovered from dated contexts was used. These

contexts include Fort Nisqually, Fort Okanogan, Fort Spokane and Fort Vancouver.

Not all bead varieties could be dated. Table 9 displays the median manufacture dates

for dateable beads at the Meier Site. The method for calculating the mean ceramic or

bead date is taken from South (1977) and Barber (1994):

1) multiply each type by the median manufacture date for that type
2) addthe products together
3) divide that sum by the sum of frequencies each individual type

Table 9 Median Manufacture Dates for the Meier Site
Bead Tvoe and Freauencv Date or Date Rqnse Median Date
MER II2 I 790- 800 795
MER 87 I 790- 800 795
FOVA2002 l l 790- 829 8 1 0
FOVA 1038 6 800-845 823
FOVA 1063 7 810-840 82s
FOVA 1040 3 800-845 823
CAT 286 I 790- 800 795

Using the information above, the calculations for the mean bead date for the Meier

site are as follows: I  x1795:1795
lx1795:1795

1 l  x  l8 l0 :  19910
6x1823:10938
7 x1825:12775
3 x1823:5469
lx1795:1795

Sum: 54477130:1815.9
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The mean bead date for the Meier site is 1816. Table l0 displays information for the

calculation of the mean bead date at Cathlapotle.

Table 0 Median Manufacture Dates for the Cathlapotle S
Bead Tvpe and Frequency Date or Date Ranse Median Date

FOVA202l 2 840- 860 1795
FOVA 1003 121 844- 860 1852
FOVA 2002 89 790- 829 l 8 l 0
FOVA 1038 18 800-845 t823
FOVA 1063 76 810-840 1825

FOVA 1040 I 0 800-845 t823
cAT 288 790- 800 1795
cAT 722 790- 800 1795
FOVA 2049 820- 860 1840
FOVA 2009 0 800-830 l 8 t 5
FOVA2065 27 829- 860 1845
FOVA 1067 7 840- 860 1850
cAT 286 2 790- 800 1795

The calculations of the mean bead date for the Cathlapotle site are shown below:

1  x  1795 :1795
121x1852:224092
89 x  l8 l0 :  161090
18 x 1823:32814
76x1825:140752

110 x 1823:200530
lx1795:1795
I x1795:1795
I  x  1840:  1840

l0x l815 :18150
27 x 1845: 49815
7 x 1850:12950
2x 1795: 3590

Sum : 8528031465 : 1833.9

The mean bead date for the Cathlapotle site is 1834.

ite
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The calculation of the mean bead date is a productive method of addressing

chronology in protohistoric sites. As more research is completed, more bead

manufacturing dates may become available and these can be used to generate a more

precise date. Although the calculated Meier date extends occupation at the site farther

into the fur trade period than the archaeological evidence has suggested, it is still

consistent with the hypothesis that Meier was abandoned sometime in the early 1800s.

The date for Cathlapotle suggests that the site was occupied until at least 1834.

Summary and Conclusion

This study has demonstrated the interpretive potential of glass beads in

protohistoric sites and has contributed to the identification and classification of glass

trade beads within the Northwest Coast Region and along the Lower Columbia. The

study has also suggested several methods for using glass beads as chronological

indicators in protohistoric sites within the region. While the results of this study have

not conclusively shown that glass beads were wealth and prestige items along the

Lower Columbia River during the early fur trade period as suggested by the historic

record, they have shown that there are further analytical uses for glass beads. Glass

beads can be used to delineate post contact from contact strata as well as to establish

chronologies.

In addition, the use of a bead typology for classification will allow glass bead

assemblages from other sites throughout the Northwest Coast region to be compared

with those from the Cathlapotle and Meier sites. It is hoped that these comparisons
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able c Facilities and Contexts
45CLl Analvtical Unit Unit LeUer Code Facility Code HousdArea Designation

N 80-82lW88-90 A BCHP House b
N 80- 82tW90-92 B HP House b
N 74- 76/W90-92 c HP House c
N 74- 76lW88-90 D HP House c
N 76- 80/w88-89 oo wBc House bc
N 68- 72tW88-89 E c House c
N 64- 684M88-89 F HP House cd
N 60- 64^N87-90 G HP House d
N 60- 644M88-89 H HP House d
N 60- 62tW84-86 I w House d
N 55- 57^N90-92 NN BC House d
N 57- 59nN90-92 oo BC House d
N 60- 62^N90-92 J BC House d
N 59- 60^N79-83 K BR Berm east of House I
N 59- 604V83-87 L wBc House ld
N 59- 60/w87-9t M BCHP House ld
N 59- 604il91-95 N wBc House ld
N 59- 604il95-99 o SM Sheet Midden
N 59- 60/w99-103 P SM Sheet Midden
N 6 l - 63AMl04-106 PP SM Sheet Midden
N 59- 60AVl03-107 O SM Sheet Midden
N ))- 574V84-86 w wBc House ld
N 5 l - 534M86-88 Y HP House ld
N 49- 5l/w84-86 Z BC House ld
N 47- 49lW86-88 AA wBc House ld
N 38-40/w86-88 BB LM Lobe Midden
N 36- 38^N94-96 cc T Toft House 4b
N 32- 34^N96-98 EE w House 4d
N 34- 364il99-l0r FF WB House 4c
N 32- 344il99-l0l GG wBc House 4d
N 28- 30/w99-l0l II WBC House 4e

N
N

28-
29-

304il96-98
30/w96-98

JJ HP House 4f

N 24- 26/W96-98 KK HP House 4g
N 20- 22lW96-98 LL B House 4h
N 07- 094il98-100 MM DU Deep Unit



Table 12 Meier Unit Codes and Facilities
Hearth Periphery Cellm Bench Exterior

Norttr E,F H,J ,  I D

Cental N K , O

South S,Y R,X,Z,H2,L2 Q, M,G2

Nil-Exterior Q2, G, J2,K2
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Table 13 Bead Number and Densities

t7  / . t s1 1 9 . 9 1

t2 l r .2 l

SitdHouse/Facility

Cathlapotle (45CLl)

\leier House
Veier Exterior
\leier Bench
\leier Cellar
\leier

\leier North
\leier Central
\leier South
Cathlapotle House I

Cathlapotle

Cathlapotle Center
House I
Cathlapotle
\A'all'Bench/Cellar

Cathlapotle Deep
L'nit
Ca$lapotle
BcncVCellar
Cahlapotle Wall

Cahlapotle Lobe
\trdden
Cahlapotle Sheet
\lidden

Bench
Cahlapotle House I
oJ House 4
i{ous€ lB

i.tr.r-s€ lC
*ous€ lD

*rtrse -ln

drr.ue .ls



Figure 1l Total Number of Beads Plotted against Excavation Volume at Cathlapotle
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Key to Beod Density
# of gloss beods per m3

Eil,-,  I :r-s I"ro
I ,-, B s.r-ro QH""rtt.
D Nobeadsrecovered

Fgure 14 Bead Density Cathlapotle House I
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Key to Beod Density
# of gloss beods per m3

f f i .r-.oo I l .r-s Irro
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f] No beads recovered

ffi
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ffi
C
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Fgure 15 Bead Density House 4
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Key to Beod DensitY
# of gloss beqds Per m3
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Fgure 16 Bead Density Kl Type in House I
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Key to Beod Density
# of gloss beods Per m3
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Figure 18 Density of K3 type Beads in House I



Key to Beod Density
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Approximqte
House Wol

FEure 22 Density of K2 type Beads in House 4
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Key to Beod Density
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Figure 23 Density of K3 type Beads in House 4
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Figure 24 Density of K4 type Beads in House 4
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Figure 25 Density of K5 type Beads in House 4
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QuantFig.
f

Dto[]
Type D/}ICCU

Teble A1.1 Undecorated, Drawn Monochrome Cytindrical beads with Cut Ends
Vericty I Decoretion I Diephancity I Layering Shrpe I Size

Comments I Luster Diemeter# lComments lLuster  lColor
Petinr Munsell x

Fova
1066

CAT 48

CAT 76

Undecorated

Undecorated

Dull
Patina: No

Transpar€nt
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Dull
Patina: Yes
Iridescent

Translucent
Dull
Patina:
Thick, whitish

Transluccnt
Dull
Patina: No

Monochrome
Green
5G ,l/E

Monochrome
Blue
2.58 A4

Monochrome
Purplish-Blue
2.5P8 316

Monochrome
Greenish-Yellow
1.sGY 4t6

Cylindr 5.51 x incomplt

3.60x2.76Cylindr

CAT39 Undecorated Cylindr 3.12 x incomplt
5.15 x incomplt

Undecorated Cylindr 7.El x 7.06
FOVA
r006



r76

to

Shape Sizc
Diamenter
x Lcngth

Sphericl 8.48 x 6.93

Sphericl I1 .30  x  8 .49

Cylindr 8.61 x 25.28

QuantFig
#

CAT 7E

Decoreted:
Septagonal with
one row of 7
molded sides and
two rows of
hand-ground
fac€ts, two rows
ofground comer
facets

Decorated:
Octagonal with
one rowof 8
molded sides and
two rows of
hand-gound
fac€ts, two rows
ofground comer
facets

Decorated:
Cylindrical with
onerowof 8
molded sides and
two rows of hand
ground comer
facets

&
Subtype D/ MM4CDf

Table A1.2 Drawn, Monochrome, Faceted Beads with Cut Ends and
four Rows of Ground tr'acets
Variety

#
Decoration
Commcnb

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparcnt
Shiny
Patina: No

Layering
Color
Munsell

Monochrome
Purple
lOP 3/4

Monochrome
Yellowish-
Red
l0YR 5/8

Monochrome
Bluish Purple
sBP 4D
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{fa\,qLJ
Subtype DMll[2CDf

Table A1.3 Drawn, Monochrome, Faceted Beads with Cut Ends and Two Rows
of Ground Facets

Variety
#

Decoration
Comments

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

Layering
Color
Munsell

Sizp
Diameter
x Length

Shape Fig.
#

Quant

Cylindr 5.54 x 4.84

Cylindr 6.82 x5.43

FOVA
1002

FOVA
1067

Decorated:
Hexagonal with
one row ofsix
molded sides and
2 rows ofground
comer facets

Decorated:
Hexagonal with
one row ofsix
molded sides and
2 rows ofground
comer faccts

Transparent
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Dull
Patina: No

Monochrome
Purplish Blue
7.5P8 A8

Monochrome
Colorless
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Oro C)
Type D/LCHU

Table Al.4 Hot-Tumbled, Undecorated Monochrome Beads
Variety

#
Decoration
Commenb

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

Layering
Color
Munsell

Size
Diamenter
x Length

Shape Fig.
#

Quant

Cylindr 3.69x2.48

Cylindr 3.68 x 2.39

Cylindr

FOVA
1003

FOVA
1063

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

FOVA
l08l

FOVA
105 I

FOVA
1042

FOVA
1027

FOVA
t074

FOVA
1060

FOVA
l06t

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No.
Some yellowish
soil staining

Translucent
Shiny to Dull
Patina:
Iridescent to
white to
greenish

Opaque
Shiny
Patina: No

Opaque
Dull

Patina: No

Translucent
Dull

Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny

Patina: No

Transparent
Dull

Pdna: No

Transparent
Dull

Patina: No

Transparent
Dull

Patina: No

Monochrome
White
N/9

Monochrome
Bluish Green
7.5B,G 416 to

l0 BG 4/8

Monochrome
Purplish Blue
2.5P8 4t4

Monochrome
Red
5R 316

Monochrome
Blue
58 5t4

Monochrome
Red
7.5R 4n0

Monochrome
Blue
2.58 3t6

Monochrome
Colorless

Monochrome
Yellowish-
green
7.sGY 4/6

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

3.96x2.2E

3.10x2.37

7.90x7.13

2.05 x l . l5

3.50 x 3.21

3.01 x 2.50

2 .61  x2 .16
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D*D
Type D/PCCU

Table A1.5 Undecorated, Drawn Polychrome Cylindrical
Beads with Cut Ends

Variety
#

Decorrtion
Comments

Diaphaneity
Luster
Prtina

Layering
Color
Munsell

Undecorated

Decoration
Comments

Transparent
over opaque
Patina: No, but
some ycllowish
soil-staining

Polychrome
Colorless over
white
N/9

Shape Size
Diameter
x Length

Cylindr 5.34 x brokcn

Shape

QuantFig.
#

FOVA
t024

Type D/PCHU
Table A1.6 Undecorated, Drawn Polychrome Cylindrical Beads with Hot-
Tumbled Finish

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

@r"C

Layering
Color
Munsell

Polychrome
Lt. Y€llowish-white
l0Y9/l over
Lt. Yellowish-whitc
l0Y 8.5/ l

Polychrome
Colorless over
Lt. Yellowish -white
75Y 9D

Polychrome
Colortess over
Red
7.5R 3/6 over
Greenish-yellow
loGY 6/6

Size
Diameter
x Length
m

2.58 x 3.07

Cylindr 2.93 x3.41

Variety
#

Fig.
#

Qurnt

FOVA
1040

Undecorated

CAT I Undecorated

Opaque over
opaque
Shiny to dull
Patina: No

Transparent
over opaque
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparent
over opaque
over transparEnt
Shiny to dull
with some
pitting
Patina: No

FOVA
l03E

Undemrated
with the
exception of
some
fortuitous
vcrtical
stripes
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to

Type D/PCHsf
Table A1.7 Decorated, Drawn Polychrome Cylindrical Beads with Cut Ends,
Stripes and Facets

Variety I Decoration
Comments

CAT 69 4-5 thick stripes

Shape Size
Diameter
x Length
m m

Cylindr 8.12 x incomplt

Cylindr Unmeasurable
Aagment

Polychrome
Purplish-Blue
5PB 4/6 over
white 9.5N

Polychrome
Red
7.5R 3/8 over
White 9N

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

Layering
Color
Munsell

QuantFig.
#

FOVA
l 039

Two opaque on
opaque stripes

Opaque over
opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque over
opaque
Dull
Patina: No

v,y2

Subtype D/PM2CDf
Table A1.8 Decorated, Drawn Polychrome Cylindrical Beads with
Cut Ends and Two Rows of Ground Facets
Variet
v

#

Decoration
Comments

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patina

Layering
Color
Munsell

Polychrome
Purplish-blue
7.5P8 3/10

Shape Size
Diameter
x Length

Cylindr 5.41 x 7 .39

Fig.
#

Quant

FOVA
1034

Hexagonal with
one row ofsix
molded sides and
two rows of hand
ground facets

Opaque on
opaque
Shiny
Patina: No
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Subtype D/PCHDs
Table 1.9 Decorated, Drawn Polychrome Cylindrical Beads with
Hot-Tumbled Finish.and Simple to Compound Stripes
Variety I Decoration Diaphaneity I Layering Shape

Comments
Fig.
#

Quan
t

Fova
1028

CAT 16

clJ72

CN27

CAT 64

CAT 75

cN 47

6-8 simple
straight stripes

4 compound
sfipes

Opaque over
opaque

Colorless over
opaque over
transparcnt

4 simple straight
stripes

4 simple straight
stripes

7 simplc straight
shipes

6 simple straight
sripes

4 simple straight
stripes

Color
Munsell

Polychrome
Purplish-blue
stripes
2.5P8 4/6 over
WhiteN/9

Polychrome
Bluish-green stripes
over
WhiteN/9

Polychrome
White stripes N/9
over Purplish-Blue
5PB 6IE

Polychrome
White stripes N/9
and red stripes lOR
6/12 overred 7.5R
3 l 4 b d y

Polychrome
White stripes N/9
over yellowish-red
2.5YR 3/5 over
Purplish-blue 5PB
7n

Polychrome
White stripes N/9
over a black body N
0.5

Polychrome
Black N l/5 and
white N/9 stripes
over red 7.5R 3.6
over greenish-
yellow 6/6

Size
Diameter
x Length

Cylindr 4.2Ex3.26

Cylindr 2.97 x 1.95

Cylindr 4.52 x3. I I

Cylindr 3.66x2.54

Cylindr 3.56 x 2.86

Cylindr 5.76x 5.24

Cylindr 9 .42x9.21
Bg

Luster
Patina

Opaque over
opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque ovcr
opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque over
transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Opaque over
tmnsparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Opaque over
opaque over
translucent
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Type WMSU
Table A2.1 Undecorated, Wound, Monochrome, Spherical Beads

Variety
#

FOVA
2002

FOVA
2033

cAT 280

cAJ223

FOVA
2005

cAT 290

FOVA
2006

FOVA
2008

CAT 222

FOVA
2046

FOVA
2041

Decorrtion
Comments

Undecorated

Undccoratcd

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Diephaneity I Layering Shape I Size
Luster Color

Fig I Quen

Translucent to
opaque
Shiny to Dull
Patina: Some
pitting and
whitish, chalky
coating on
approx. 15%of
assemblage

Transparent
Shiny to Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent to
translucent
Dull
Patina: Whitish

Transparent
Dull
Patina: Coane
greenish to
white coating

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny to Dull
Patina: No

Opaque to
translucent

Monochrome
Blue
258 6t4-8

Monochrome
Blue
58 4t4

Monochrome
Bluish-geen
loBG 4t8

Monochrome
Greenish-
yellow
7.5GY 2t4

Monochrome
Blue
758 4t8

Monochrome
Bluish-green
2.58G 2/4

Monochrome
Purplish-
Blue
5PB 318

Monochrome
Reddish-
purple
5RP 5/12

Monochrome
Reddish-
purple
5RP 6^2

Monochrome
Red
7.5R 2t8

Monochrome
White 9/5N

Dirmeter
I

3.1-6.3 x 2.8-8.4
8.5-10.4 x7.3-9.5

6.4E x 5.20

7 .13  x  5 .12

6.53 x 5.61

4.63 x 8.72

7 .42 x 5.91

Sphericl

Sphericl

Sphericl

Sphericl

Sphericl

Sphericl 5.60 x 5.45

Sphericl 7.62 x7.50

Sphericl I  1.30 x 10.08

Sphericl 6.73 x8.22

Sphericl 5.7tx3.96

Sphericl



Vrricty
#

Dccorrtion
Commcntg

Diephrncity
Lustcr
Petine

Lrycring
Color
Muns€ll

Shepc Sizr
Dirmctcr
r Length (mn)

Fig
#

Quen

FOVA
2052

FOVA
20r6

cAT207

cAT 209

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Transparcnt
Dull
Patina: one
specimen is
covered with an
iridescent
patina

Translucent
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque
Shiny
Patina: No

Translucent
Shiny
Patina: Some
brown soil-
stninins

Monocluome
Purplish-blue
5PB 3/6

Monochrome
Colorless

Monochrome
Blue
2.58 U6

Monochrome
Blue
2.58 518

Sphericl

Sphericl

Sphcricl

Sphericl

494x6.35

7.42x 5.91

8.14 x 6.63

10.1I x 8.83

Ss

Tt

Uu

w

)

3

I

I

Table 2.1 (continued)
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O
Type W/LEU

Table A2.2 Wound, Monochrome, Undecorated, E
Vericty I Decorrtion I Dirpbeneity I Lrycring Shepc

Comments I Luster
Fig.
#

Quent

FOVA
2032

FOVA
2003

FOVA
202r

FOVA
2m/9

FOVA
2M7

Sizc
Diemeter

Ellipsoid 5.24 x 8.15Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Translucent
Dull
Patina: No

Translucent
Shiny
Patina: No

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Translucent
Dull
Patina: Thin
whitish.
Specimen is
partially
devirified

Monochrome
Red
5R 4/10

Monochrome
Blue
l0B 4/5

Monochrome
Yellow
7.5Y 7t6

Monochrome
White
9.25N

Monochrome
Blue
Unable to
detcrmine
Munsell
chroma
second to
patina

Ellipsoid

Ellipsoid

Ellipsoid

Ellipsoid

7.83 x 11.28

5.15 x 9.10

4.ll x8.74

5.75 x9.70

ri

I
I
fl
1l
4



Type W/MOU
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Number I Commcnts

O'o@uO

Leycring
Color
Munscll

Table A2.3 W Monochrome, Cylindrical, Undecorated Beads
Vrrtcty I Decoretion Shepc I Sizc QuentFig.

#

FOVA
2007

cAT213

cAT23l

FOVA
2013

CN222

CAT275

Undecorated

Undecorat€d

Undecorarcd

Undecorated

Undecorated

Undecorated

Transparcnt
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Translucent
Dull
Patina: Cloudy to
whitish

Translucent
Dull
Patina: Interior
ofperforation is
ooaled with a
whitish
substance, chalk
or clay?

Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Translucent
Dull
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Translucent
Dull
Patina: No

Monochrome
Purplish-Blue
sPB 2/8

Monochrome
Greenish-yellow
l0GY 5/10

Monochrome
Colorless

Monochrome
Bluish-green
loBc 6/6

Monochrome
Bluc
758 5t6

Monochrome
Blue
2.58 4t6

Monochrome
Rcddish-purple
2.sRP 5n2

Monochrome
Blue
58 4lr0

Monochrome
Blue
7.5B 516

Diemeter

7 .19 x 4.40

6.52x4.29

8.46x5.72

8.38 x 10.74

6.56 x 5.E9

6.18 x 4.09

Dirphencity
Lurtcr
Prtinr

cAT243 Undecorated

FOVA
2065

Undecorated

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr

Cylindr 5.79 x 5.39

Cylindr 4.06 x 6.86

Cylindr

t

i
j
I

t
I

cAT2l9 Undecorated Cylindr 4.27 x5.85
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Table A2.4
Vrricty

#

Type Ws/1VIBU
wound and shaped, Monochrome, Biconical, undecorated Beads

n.*.J* inl"pr'ro.i'tv I Lrvering l'snepe | !i* | Ttt' I Qu'nt
Comments  l I - u t t .  lCo lo r  I  lD i rme te r  l #

CAT
220

CAT
221

Undecorated

Undecorated

Opaque

Translucent

Monochrome
Purplish-Blue
5PB 316

Monochrome
Colorless

3.86 x 5.34

6.98x5.72

Table A2.5
Variety

#

Type Ws/1VITU
wound and shaped, Monochrome, Toroidal, undecorated Beads
;;.;.;;; 

--l-n*pt'i.i'ty 
I r,"v.'ins I stape I ll* | Ttr' I Qu"nt

e;; ; ." t r  l lu. i . t  lco-to. I  lDirmeter l#
l P r t i n e  l M u n s e l l  I  l x l c n g t h  I

Transparent
Shiny
Patina: No

Monochrome
Purplish-Blue
7.5P8 316
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Type WPSU
Table A2.6 Wound, Monochrome, Spherical, Undecorated Beads

Veriety I Decoration Dirphaneity I Leyering Shape I Size
Commentg Luster I Color

QuantFig.
#

FOVA
2M9

Table A2.7
Varicty

f

Undecorated

Wound,
Decoration
Comments

Prtina

Transparent
over Opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Munsell

Polychrome
Red 5R 3/10
over white 9.25N

rome, rical rDecorated Beads with Inlaid Dots

Diameter
x Length

Sphericl I1., f4 x 10.70

Shapc I Size Fig I Quent
Diameter | #
x Length

Sphericl 7.63 x7.85

Sphericl 7.49 x7.22

Sphericl 6.79 x 6.32

CAT
286

Decorated with
inlaid white dots
with smaller red
and blue dots in
the interior

Decorated with
inlaid white dots
with smaller red
and blue dots in
the interior

Decorated with a
possible flower
design ofpink
and yellow

Polychrome
Red dots 7.5R4ll4
and Purplish-blue
dots 5PB 3/8 over
white N/9 on a
Bluish-green
loBG 4/6
background

Polychrome
Red dots 7 .5R 4ll4
and Purplish-blue
dots 5PB 3/8 on a
WhiteN/9
background

Polychrome
Yellow 5Y 8/12
and
Reddish-Purple
2.5RP 4/10 and
White N/9 over a
Bluish-green
2.58G 4/t0
background

€Q. @

Layering
Color
Munsell

Diaphrneity
Luster
Patinr

Opaque over
opaque
Matte, dull
Patina: No

Opaque over
opaque
Matte, dull
Patina: No

Opaque over
transparent

Dull
Patina: No

CAT
288

CAT
722

Type WPSDd
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@
W/PSDcl
Spherical,

Type
Table A2.8 Wound, Polychrome,
Loops

Vrricty
#

Decorated Beads with Combed

Shrpe Sizc
Diementer
r Length

QurntFig
#

Decorrtion
Commcnts

Decorated: inlaid
with horizontal
opaque white
combed loops

Dccoretion
Comment3

Undecorated

Dirphancity
Lustcr
Petinr

Opaque over
transparent
Dull
Patina: yes,
orc bead is
covered in a
thich whitish
patina

Lryering
Color
Munsell

Polychrome
White Nl9 looping
designs over
bluish-green
2.58G 414

Leyering
Color
Munscll

Monochrome
Purplish-blue
5PB U4

14.63 x I1.37
7.19 x 6.34

Sphericl

Type D/IUCCU

(.9-J to (E-J
ndecorated, Drawn, Monochrome, Cylindrical BeadsTable A1.10 U

with Cut Ends
Vericty

#
Dirphrncity
Lustcr
Petinr

Transluc€nt
Shiny
Patina: No

Shepc Sizc
Diemetcr
x Length

Cylindr 6.81 x 27.16

QuantFig.
#
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Subtype D/DIM4CDf
Table A1.11 Drawn, Monochrome, Faceted Beads with Cut Ends and
Four Rows of Ground Facets

Veriety I Decoration I Dirphaneity
#  lComments  lLus ter

Size
Dirmeter
x Lcngth

Layering
Color
Munsell

Type D/}ICHU
Table 1.12 Hot-Tumbled, Undecorated, Monochrome Beads

Decontion
Comments

Size
Dlameter
x Longth

Lryering
Color
Munsell

Dirphrneity
Luster
Prtina

Vrriety
#

Decorated:
Octagonal with
onc row of 8
molded sides and
two rows of
hand-ground
faccts, two rows
ofground comer
facets

Transparenl
Shiny
Patina: No

Translucent
Shiny to Dull
Patina:
Approx. 8E% of
beads have
A whitish to
grey patina

Transparent
Dull
Patina: No

Monochrome
Yellowish-Red
loYR 5/8

O'o Cl

Monochrome
Bluish-green
l0BG 4l4to5l4

FOVA
1063

Monochrome
Blue
2.58  314
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Table A1.13 Drawn, Polych Cylindrical Beads with Cut Ends,
Vericty I Dccontion I Diephrncity Lrycring I Shepe lSizc

# lCommcnB lLur tc r Dirmeter | ilColor
Munscll

Type D/PCHU
Table A1.14 Undecorated, Drawn, Polychrome, Cylindrical Beads with Hot-
Tumbled Finish

Decorrdon
Commcntr

4{ simple
staight sfip€s

Undccorated
With the
exception of
some fortuitous
sfipes

Opaque over
opeque
Dull
Patina: Light
iridescence
overall

Transparent
over
opaque over
transparent
Shiny to Dull
Patina: two
beads display a
thin whitish
patina

Opaque over
opaque
Dull
Patina: No

Red sripes 7.5R
4/8 and
Greenish- yellow
sripes
roGY 5/6

@ro @f

Colorless over red
7.5R 3/6 over
greenish yellow
locY 6/6

Sizc
Dlrmctcr
x Length

Lrycring
Color
Munsell

Dirphrneity
Lustcr
Prtinr

Vrriety
#

FOVA
1038

3.32 x 3.38
5.23 x 5.07

Polychrome
Lt. Ycllowish-
white
lOY 9/l over
Lt. Ycllowish-
white
7.5Y 9D

Type D/PCHs
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Gto€
Subtype D/PCHDs

Table A1.15 Decorated, Drawn, Polychrome, Cylindrical Beads with
Hot- Tumbled Finish

QuentFig
#

Vrriety
#

Decorrtion
Commcnb

6-8 simple
sraight stripes

4{ simple
staight stripes

Dirphrncity
Lustcr
Prtine

Opaque over
Opaque
Dull
Patina: Thin
iridescent patina

Opaque over
opaquc
Dun
Patina: No

L.ycritrg
Color
Munscll

Polychromc
White stripes ND
over a black body
N 0.5

Polychrome
White stripes ND md
redsripes lOR4/6
Overablack body
N 0.5

Sbepc Sizc
Dirmctcr
r Lcngth

Cylindr 5.44x4.97

Cylindr 3.95x3.42
4.97 x6.14

Cat75

MER3
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Type W/LSU
Table A2.9 Undecorated, Wound, Monochrome, Spherical Beads
Vrriety I Dccorrtion I Dirphrmity I Lrycring Sbepe I Sizc

# Commcnts I Lustcr
QurntFig

#

FOVA
2002

FOVA
2W

FOVA
2041

FOVA
20t6

Undecorated

Undecoratcd

Undecorated

Undecorated

Petine

Translucent to
Opaque
Shiny to Dull
Patina: Thin
pecling
iridescence

Transparent
Shiny to Dull
Patina: Thick
while to thin
iridescent. One
bead displays
marked pitting

Opaque
Dull
Patina: Some
brown
speckling, soil-
staining

Translucent
Shiny
Patina: No

Color
Munrcll

Monochrome
Blue
5B A4 lo6t6

Monochrome
Red
5R 3t8

Monochrome
White
9.25N

Monochrome
White
9.25 N

Dirmcter
r Lcngth

Sphericl 7.37 x3.29
7.19 x 5.33
8.29 x 6.tl

Sphericl 6.16x4.42

Sphericl 12.01 x 4.98
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QuentFig.
## Commcnts I Luster

FOVA
2065

MER 66

Undecorated

Undecorated

MER 77 Undecorated

Table A2.ll Wound, Polych
and Stri

@.o
Type WPSDds

rome, Spherical, Decora

Vrriety
#

Dccoretion
Commcntg

Inlaid white dots
with smaller red
and blue dot
centers

Diaphaneity
Luster
Patinr

Opaquc over
Opaque
Dull, Mute
Patina: No

Leyering
Color
Munscll Notrtion

Polychrome
Red dots 5R 5/8 and
Bluish-green dots
2.5BG 5/6 inside
white dots Nl9 on a
Bluish-grcen body
sBG 6N

Polychrome
Red whorling
7.5R 3/8 ovcr
agren2.5G 416
body

QuantFig.
#

Red horizontal
whorled stripes

Opaque over
Translucent
Dull
Patina: No

Type W/IUOU
Table 2.10 Wound, Monochrome, Cylindrical, Undecorated Beads
Vrriety I Decorrtion I Diapheneity

0to@t'C)

Lryering
Color

Opaque
Dull
Patina: Slight
iridescent patina

Translucent
Dull
Patina: Thick
whitish, Kaolin
clay?

Transparent
Dull
Patina: Iridescent

Monochrome
Blue
7.5B 5t4

Monochrome
Yellow
2.5Y 614

Monochrome
Blue
l0B 314

Shape Sizc
Dirmeter

Cylindr 4.37 x 6.12

Cylindr 7.87 x3.76

Cylindr 7 .33 x 5.71

ted Beads with Inlaid Dots

Shepc Sizc
Diemctcr
r Lcngth

Sphericl 8.79 x 7.19

Sphericl 7,64x 6.4
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Type WPSDfld
Table A2.12 Wound, Polychrome, Spherical, Decorated Beads with
Gold Foil and Inlaid Dots

Vrriety I Decorrtion I Dirpheneity
# lCommcnts  lLus tc r

Lrycring
Color
Munsell Notrtion

Polychrome
Yellowish-red
diamond-shaped dots
5YR d4 over metallic
gold over bluish-green
l0BG 4/8

Size
Dirmcter
r Lcngtb

14.42x14.02Covered
with gold
foil and
inlaid
diamond-
shaped doa

Opaque on
opaque ovcr
transparent
Shiny
Patina: No but
the gold foil
coating is flaking
and crumbling
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